Exact Markovian and non-Markovian time dynamics in
waveguide QED: collective interactions, bound states in
continuum, superradiance and subradiance
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We develop a formalism for modelling exact time dynamics in waveguide
quantum electrodynamics (QED) using
the real-space approach. The formalism does not assume any specific configuration of emitters and allows the
study of Markovian dynamics fully analytically and non-Markovian dynamics semi-analytically with a simple numerical integration step. We use the
formalism to study subradiance, superradiance and bound states in continuum. We discuss new phenomena such
as subdivision of collective decay rates
into symmetric and anti-symmetric subsets and non-Markovian superradiance
effects that can lead to collective decay
stronger than Dicke superradiance. We
also discuss possible applications such
as pulse-shaping and coherent absorption. We thus broaden the range of applicability of real-space approaches beyond steady-state photon transport.

1 Introduction
Careful control of interactions between singlephotons and multiple quantum systems
within waveguide arrays is an important ingredient in the development of quantum networks [1–3]. In such structures the waveguides would operate as quantum channels that
efficiently transport information in the form of
quantum light between the quantum systems,
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while the quantum systems themselves would
store and process the quantum information.
Waveguides that, to a good approximation,
confine light to one spatial dimension (1D)
have two advantages over three-dimensional
waveguides. The first is practical: scattering
in 1D makes photon transport more efficient.
The second is theoretical: 1D waveguides
are much simpler to model. Understanding
time evolution of single-photon states in 1D
waveguide quantum electrodynamics (QED)
will therefore benefit development of quantum networks and quantum information science and technologies more broadly [4].
Various approaches have been explored
to describe interactions between light confined in 1D waveguides and two-level systems
such as atoms, cavities, resonators, superconducting qubits etc. Some examples include the real-space approach [5–9], diagrammatic approaches [10], computational methods for energy-non-conserving systems [11],
the input-output formalism [12, 13, 13, 14],
generalized master equations [15, 16], the LSZ
Reduction formula [17, 18] and the morerecently-developed SLH Framework [19, 20].
Each method offers unique intuition and can
be preferable over another depending on the
problem of interest.
Of particular interest in 1D waveguide systems is the identification of excitation probabilities of quantum systems and photon scattering amplitudes. These have been computed using various methods [21–29], but often semi-analytically (that is, through a combination of analytical and numerical meth-
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ods). While semi-analytical approaches are
quite reliable for calculating excitation probabilities of atoms and single-photon scattered
pulse shapes [26, 30, 31], a fully analytical
treatment of quantum networks would deepen
intuition and enhance understanding by making clear the general relationship between the
system’s parameters and its behaviour. We
thus choose the real-space approach, whose
strength lies in its ability to yield exact
solutions—as long as the light-matter interactions take the form of delta functions located at positions of quantum emitters—
particularly for single- or few-photon scattering problems (the approach is less suited to
multi-photon scattering with many photons
[4], for which numerical approaches such as
[15, 16] are more appropriate).

In Section 3, we review previous work on
the real-space formalism while clarifying some
steps that were omitted in the literature, and
construct the time evolution operator for the
single-excitation subspace. We review the
scattering problem in the real-space formalism [32, 35] and extend the analysis to multiqubit systems coupled to a 1D waveguide.
We also touch on some interesting many-body
physics phenomena such as bound states in
continuum (BIC) [36–41]— which had only
been studied for N = 2 qubits [34] using the
real space approach, and had not been considered in time evolution—and the related dark
and bright states. We show that while this
scenario may be challenging to model exactly
using numerical techniques, we can take advantage of the analytical nature of the realspace approach to study it. More broadly, we
provide a fully analytical description for the
time evolution of any regular single-photon
states and system observables, such as atomic
excitation probabilities. For the scope of this
paper, we define a regular state |ψi, as a state
such that hk|ψi has analytic expansion in the
complex plane and has vanishing behavior as
its energy Ek tends to complex infinity. As
an example, a superposition of singly excited
states such as |ψi = Σm αm |em i is always regular, whereas a Gaussian scattering state is
not.
In Section 4, we discuss collective decay
behaviour such as subradiance [42, 43] and
superradiance [44, 45]. In the Markovian
limit the photon-mediated interactions between qubits occur instantly. Consequently,
the collective behavior of the multi-qubit
network gains immense importance through
the formation of so-called “collective decay
rates” of the network. In the non-Markovian
regime1 , the qubits are separated far enough

In this paper, we make several fundamental and applied contributions. We extend the applicability of the theory of singleexcitation time dynamics of photon-mediated
interactions—in both the Markovian and nonMarkovian [32–34] regimes—by incorporating
bound states in continuum (BIC) for a general system and performing complex analysis. We describe the connection between the
poles of the scattering parameters and collective decay rates, opening the way to analytic
results in a variety of scenarios. We study
time-delayed coherent quantum feedback for
a system of three qubits, and introduce the
notion of super-superradiance (SSR). We also
identify a connection between collective decay modes and the symmetry/anti-symmetry
of the system. On the applied side, we introduce a recursive method for finding the
scattering parameters, making tractable the
study of time-dynamics in systems with an
unprecedented number of qubits, as well as
non-identical qubits. We also consider applied aspects such as Fano minima (transparent frequencies), a method for pulse shaping
and nearly-perfect coherent absorption.

1

In the literature, one finds two types of nonMarkovianity: one that already exists at the level of
a single qubit due to coupling to the environment and
another that becomes important at the level of collective behavior due to time-delayed feedback within the
system. The single-qubit level non-Markovianity was

In doing so, we make—what we believe
to be—a strong case that the real-space approach should become the method-of-choice
when dealing with single-excitation subspaces
in 1D waveguide QED systems.
2
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such that the interactions between the light
and the qubits remain effectively isolated.
This leads to a slightly different definition of
collective decay rates, as non-Markovian processes introduce new types of decay modes
[33] and individual interactions between distant qubits can now be observed.

In the real-space formalism, the light-matter
interactions almost always take the form of
delta functions located at positions of quantum emitters (although, at least one example
of non-delta interactions exists [48]). Delta
interactions simplify the model significantly—
the light propagates as a free field inside the
waveguide, its amplitude changing only at the
positions of interaction. From a mathematical point of view, this results in scattering
energy eigenstates that are plane waves outside the system. Consequently, the problem
of scattering from quantum emitters becomes
analogous to delta-function scattering taught
in introductory quantum mechanics courses
[49]. This property of the real-space formalism makes it simple to obtain exact eigenstates for single and few-photon scattering
[30].
In this section, we demonstrate the realspace approach for a linear chain of identical N = 3 qubits inside a one-dimensional
waveguide (we generalize the formalism to
multi-qubit systems in Appendix B and to
non-identical qubits in Appendix C). We show
how to identify the single-photon eigenstates
(both scattering and bound) for the system
using the Bethe ansatz. We set up the formalism for modelling time-evolution using the
eigenstates. We then show that, in the Markovian limit, the time evolution of any regular
state can be described via a contour integration. Finally, we show that the real-space approach can be preferable for modelling exact
time evolution in the presence of BICs, since
analytical methods only require knowing the
scattering eigenstates (without BICs).

In Sections 5 and 6, we apply the formalism to study time-dependent dynamics of various observables. We first model spontaneous
decay of an initially excited system, then explore pulse scattering. In the Markovian limit
(Section 5) we demonstrate how to apply various complex analysis tricks to obtain highly
intuitive and simple results. In the nonMarkovian regime (Section 6), we show that
modeling time-evolution boils down to computing a single numerical integral, which is
much simpler than existing approaches such
as the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
method [26, 30] or solving coupled delay differential equations [47].
In Section 7, we sketch out various, more
exotic, scenarios in which we expect the realspace approach to shine. In subsection 7.1,
we conjecture that the set of collective decay rates is divided into two subsets: symmetric and anti-symmetric. In subsection 7.2,
we introduce a method towards pulse shaping
by exploiting collective decay rates. Finally,
in subsection 7.3, we consider time dynamics of a photon interacting with a 500-qubit
system, and show that the system approaches
near-perfect coherent excitation with increasing number of qubits, demonstrating the full
power of the real-space approach in terms of
scale-ability.
We conclude in Section 8 with a discussion
of the results.

3.1 Hamiltonian and energy eigenstates
Consider the interaction of a single qubit
(such as a two-level atom or a quantum emitter) with light in 1D. The real-space Hamiltonian [35, 50] that describes the qubit-light
system is H = Hq + Hf + Hi , where

considered in [32, 46] and we re-derive the findings of
[46] in Appendix A. Throughout this paper, we study
only the non-Markovianity introduced by the manybody behavior of the system, i.e. by the macroscopic
separation of qubits and corresponding time-delayed
coherent interactions.

Hq =

X
m∈{qubits}

3

†
σm
σm Ω

(1)

is the free qubit Hamiltonian, where σm is the
de-excitation operator for the mth qubit and
Ω is its energy separation,

|ei
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Figure 1: The system model for N = 3 qubits in a
linear chain with arrows depicting photon-scattering
coefficients.

dxδ(x − mL)
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is the free field Hamiltonian, where vg is the
group velocity of photons inside the waveguide and CR/L (x) are annihilation operators
for right/left moving photons, and
p

t1 eikx

eikx
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Z ∞

Hf = i~vg

J0

⌦

system, the position of the center of the atom
chain is taken arbitrarily as x = 0.
The Bethe Ansatz for a scattering eigenstate for a photon incident from far left can
be written as

(3)


†
× (CR
(x) + CL† (x))σm + H.c. ,

is the qubit-field interaction Hamiltonian with
coupling energy J0 . Here, Hf is obtained
assuming a linear dispersion relation for the
photon such that Ek = ~vg |k| and that Ek is
much larger than the cut-off frequency of the
waveguide [51], and Hi is in the rotating-wave
approximation. Hence, our approach focuses
on energy scales Ω ± O(J0 ) where J0  Ω.
With our definition of the coupling energy,
the population decay rate of a single emitter
is γ0 = 2J0 . For the remainder of the paper,
we set ~ = vg = 1 to simplify notation and use
J0 as the main units of energy, distance and
time; while measuring collective decay rates
in units of γ0 .
In the real-space formalism, the stationary states of the Hamiltonian can be found
via the Bethe Ansatz approach. For a single qubit, scattering eigenstates are the only
type of stationary states, whereas for multiqubits, the stationary states consist of both
scattering eigenstates and BIC ([35] considers
a similar problem and identifies the scattering
eigenstates, but does not discuss the existence
of BIC).
We now review how to find the scattering
eigenstates and find the condition of BIC for
the linear chain of N qubits. An example
scattering energy-eigenstate incident from far
left is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here, three identical equidistant qubits are L apart from each
other. To preserve mirror symmetry in the

Z ∞

X

|Ek i =

Ξ∈{L,R}

+

−∞

X

dxφΞ (x)CΞ† (x) |0i
(4)
em (k) |em i ,

m∈{qubits}
† |0i,
where |0i is the vacuum state, |em i = σm
em (k) is the excitation coefficient for the mth
atom and φR (x)/φL (x) are right/left moving
field amplitudes, that contain the transmission and reflection coefficients, tm and rm respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1. As already
discussed in [35], the parameters tm , rm and
em (k) can be found by solving the eigenvalue
equation H |Ek i = Ek |Ek i. As a next step,
we define ∆k = Ek − Ω and assume J0  Ω,
consistent with the rotating-wave approximation. This is particularly important for constructing the time evolution operator, as we
assume that the eigenstates are continuum
normalized. This approximation becomes exact in the limit J0 /Ω → 0. Nonetheless, the
final result obtained using this approximation
is more general and applies to the case of finite J0 /Ω as well. We leave the discussion
to a future work. For practical purposes, the
delta-interaction Hamiltonian assumption is
only reasonable under the condition J0 /Ω → 0
anyway [48].
The example scattering state illustrated in
Fig. 1 does not constitute the complete basis

4

obtain the following mutual conditions2

for the scattering eigenstates as identified by
[35]. In fact, we denote k < 0 values for scattering eigenstates, where the field is initially
incident from right. For |E−k i, where the photon is initially incident from far left, one can
simply mirror the state |Ek i w.r.t. the center
of the multi-qubit system (which is x = 0 for
the 3 qubit system in Fig. 1). The operator
corresponding to this operation is called the
parity operator and is discussed in Appendix
D. Using the parity operator, finding the scattering eigenstates incident from one side only
is sufficient to form the complete scattering
eigenbasis.

θ = nπ,

X

em |em i + |Si ,

(−1)nm em = 0.

(6)

m∈{qubits}

Thus, for θ = nπ, the dimensionality of the
BIC subspace is N − 1 where N is the total number of qubits. This result shows an
important property in waveguide QED: the
dark and bright states, i.e. states that couple to light, manifest differently for odd and
even n (in (6)). For example, in a two-qubit
system, the symmetric state is dark for odd n
[53], whereas it is bright for even n [54]. This
clarifies why the seemingly conflicting results
of [53] and [54] are not actually conflicting.
From (5-6), we find the BICs (i.e. dark
states) |Di i (i = 1 . . . N ). From these, we
identify the superradiant bright state |Bi,
which is orthogonal to the dark states. Collectively, these form a basis for the singleexcitation subspace of the atomic effective
Hamiltonian that can be obtained by adiabatically eliminating the photonic degrees of freedom in Markov approximation. For N = 3,
this basis is

Defining θ = ΩL as the phase acquired by a
plane wave of frequency Ω travelling between
two adjacent qubits, when θ = nπ, the photon gains a pre-factor of (−1)n while travelling
between qubits. For this highly special condition, the scattering eigenstates do not constitute a complete basis for the single-photon
subspace. To form a complete basis for this
case, one must also include BICs (which are
equivalent to dark states in the absence of
non-radiative decay). BICs have previously
been found and used for N = 2 qubits coupled to a 1-D waveguide [34]. Here we identify
BICs in a linear chain of N atoms coupled to
a 1D waveguide. A Bethe ansatz for the BIC
can be written as
|Di =

X

1
|D1 i = √ (|e−1 i − |e1 i) ,
(7a)
2
1
|D2 i = √ (|e−1 i −2(−1)n |e0 i + |e1 i) , (7b)
6
1
|Bi = √ (|e−1 i +(−1)n |e0 i + |e1 i) . (7c)
3

(5)

The basis for the general Hamiltonian can be
obtained by including the photonic degrees
of freedom. Throughout this paper, we use
both definitions interchangeably. The distinction should be made for considerations of
non-Markovian dynamics, where |Bi and |Di i
have non-vanishing photonic components in
this regime. It is important to note that we
have picked the basis states |Di i that are either symmetric or anti-symmetric w.r.t. the
center qubit (for reasons which will become
clear in Section 7.1). Any linear combination of |Di i is still within the bound-state
subspace. |Bi is orthogonal to the subspace

m∈{qubits}

where hx|Si ∝ sin(Ωx) describes a stationary field (since BICs are non-radiating) confined within the system boundary. The frequency of the photonic component (Ek = Ω)
is a direct consequence of the eigenvalue equation Ĥ |Di = Ω |Di, where the out-radiating
photonic parameters in |Di are constrained to
zero by the definition of BIC.
The quantity hx|Si effectively vanishes in
the Markovian limit (which will be discussed
in Section 3.2.1) and is not relevant for the
discussion of collective qubit subspaces. Solving the eigenvalue equation H |Di = Ω |Di for
both Markovian and non-Markovian cases, we

2

These conditions for BIC were also found in [52]
using a different approach.

5

Here, |Di i denote the bound states of the full
Hamiltonian, rather than of the atomic effective Hamiltonian (in contrast to Eq. (7)). The
state of the system, at time t, is
Z
1 ∞
|ψbic (t)i =
dk |g(k)i e−iEk t
2π 0
θ=nπ

spanned by |Di i. Having specified the complete eigenbasis for the single-photon eigenstates, we can now turn our attention to the
time-evolution dynamics.

3.2 Time evolution
In this section, we extend the real-space formalism to include time-evolution of arbitrary
single-photon states. We also show that, in
the Markovian limit, for a broad class of
states, which we call regular states, the poles
of the stationary states of the system play an
important role in the time evolution.
First, let us consider the case where θ 6=
nπ, where the scattering states constitute
the complete basis with the normalization
hEk |Ep i ' 2πδ(k − p). Here, the negative
k values stand for scattering of the photon
from far right, for which we use the symmetry considerations (discussed in Appendix D)
to construct. The time evolution operator in
this case is
U (t) =

Z ∞
dk
−∞

2π

|Ek i hEk | e−iEk t .

+

|ψ(t)i =
=

−∞ 2π
Z ∞
dk
0

2π

3.2.1 The Markovian limit and the power of
complex analysis
The Markovian limit considered here is the
limit where the qubits are separated by microscopic distances such that L ∼ O(Ω−1 ).
Following the approach by [35], we linearize
the phase shift eikL ' eiθ , where kL =
(∆k + Ω)L ' ΩL = θ is the phase that
light acquires when travelling between adjacent qubits. This linearization process—
which is the real space equivalent of the
Wigner-Weisskopf approximation in Laplace
space—ignores the time delay caused by intersystem propagation of photons and is accurate as long as L ∼ O(Ω−1 ). This is because
the characteristic time for the time evolution
of states in the Markovian limit is ∼ O(J0−1 )
(consequently |∆k | ≤ O(J0 )), as we show in
Section 5. Since the propagation time of photons between qubits is ∼ O(Ω−1 ), it is neglected in this limit (hence the name Markovian).
For θ 6= nπ, we perform the substitution
∆k = k − Ω, and rewrite (9b) as

(8)

(9b)

where |g(k)i
=
|Ek i hEk |ψ(0)i +
|E−k i hE−k |ψ(0)i. The case where θ 6= nπ
was discussed in [35], where they studied time
evolution in a linear chain of atoms coupled
to a 1D waveguide. Their work, however,
focused on the qubit survival probability
rather than evolution of the entire system.
Therefore, they did not include BICs. Here
we also introduce the special case where
θ = nπ. In this case, a full basis must also
include BICs, so the time-evolution operator
is
Ubic (t) =
+

Z ∞
dk
−∞
N
−1
X

2π

|ψ(t)i =

Z ∞
d∆k
−Ω

|Ek i hEk |

θ=nπ

|Di i hDi | e−iΩt .

(11)

where |hi i = |Di i hDi |ψ(0)i.
Equations (9b) and (11) can be used to
compute the dynamics of various observables,
which we do in Section 6. But first, we consider the Markovian limit, and show that in
this limit, one can drastically simplify the
expressions by taking advantage of complex
analysis.

|Ek i hEk |ψ(0)i e−iEk t , (9a)
|g(k)i e−iEk t ,

|hi i e−iΩt ,

i=1

The state of the system, at time t, is
Z ∞
dk

N
−1
X

e−iEk t

'

Z ∞
−∞

=

(10)

i=1

6

X

|g(k)i e−i∆k t ,
2π
d∆k
|g(k)i e−i∆k t ,
2π
h

i

Res |g(k)i e−i∆k t ,

p ∆k =p

(12a)
(12b)
(12c)

where p are the lower-half plane (LHP)
poles of the collective system such that
lim∆k →p |Ek i diverges, and Res stands for
residue. Here, we made use of the assumption J0  Ω and L ∼ O(Ω−1 ) in the first
step, and invoked the residue theorem in the
second step. The regularity condition of the
state |ψi has been used when completing the
contour through a circle including the lower
half plane. When applicable, we neglect the
global phase. The state |g(k)i has the same
lower half plane poles as the scattering parameters tm , rm , em (see equations (13-15) from
[35]). In fact, for a linear chain of qubits, all
poles are in the LHP. Therefore finding the
poles of any of the scattering parameters is
the same as finding the poles of |Ek i (except
for rare occasions where poles are cancelled by
an introduced zero for a specific scattering parameter, in which case one shall pick another
one that has N poles for N qubits).
The key result here is that, according to
(12c), the time evolution of any regular state
can be described via a contour integration and
poles p. As an analytical approach, this is often much simpler to do than solving the integrals in (9b) directly.
For N = 3 qubits, we identify the three
poles of the scattering parameters as

clever about it.
The scattering eigenstates contain all the
information needed to model time evolution
of the system, even in the limit θ → nπ. But
the limit must be taken at the right step in
the calculation. The correct strategy is to
first evaluate the residues at the positions of
the poles p and then take the limit θ → nπ.
Reversing the order (i.e. first taking the limit
and then computing the residues) does not result in the same expression due to pole cancellation. Concretely,
lim

θ→nπ

X

X

h

i

Res |g(k)i e−i∆k t 6=

p ∆k =p

p ∆k =p

(14)





Res |g(k)i e−i∆k t

θ=nπ

.

A natural question may arise: why is the
residue corresponding to N − 1 subradiant
poles not zero in the limit θ = nπ? We discuss
this in Appendix E.
This analysis highlights two important
properties of the real-space formalism. First,
that the time evolution as described in this
section is only exact in the limit J0 /Ω → 0,
otherwise the analytical expressions found for
the poles are approximate due to the linearization kL ' ΩL and the exact poles are described by a transcendental equation. Second,
in the regimes that it is valid, the method can
be preferable for modelling time evolution in
the presence of BICs, since with the analytical
methods the time evolution can be obtained
through only the scattering eigenstates.
In Sections 5 and 6, we will use the timeevolved state to compute dynamics of various
observables. But first, we will discuss another
interesting property of multi-qubit systems:
their collective decay rates.


p
i 
p1 = − J0 e2iθ + 2 + eiθ 8 + e2iθ , (13a)
2

p
i 
p2 = − J0 e2iθ + 2 − eiθ 8 + e2iθ , (13b)
2 

p3 = −iJ0 1 − e2iθ .
(13c)

What about when θ = nπ? Taking the limit
θ → nπ (in, e.g., (13) for N = 3) results in
N −1 of the poles converging at the origin and
getting cancelled by a zero introduced in the
numerator of the scattering parameters. The
cancellation of these poles corresponds to loss
of information about the system. In this case,
the BIC terms in the time-evolution operator
would be needed to supply this lost information. In fact, one would first need to find the
BICs and then evolve the state according to
(11). But we now show that if the problem
is treated analytically, we can get around this
apparent loss of information as long as we are

4 Collective decay rates
Collective behavior of many-qubit systems
can best be probed by considering the collective decay rates, as they reveal interesting
physical phenomena such as subradiance and
superradiance. In this section, we propose a
strategy for finding the collective decay rates.
7

To illustrate this approach, for both the
Markovian and non-Markovian regimes, we
consider N = 3 identical qubits coupled to
a 1D waveguide. The characteristic equation
for this case is

Collective excitations of two qubits have
been investigated perturbatively in the
Markovian limit using the SLH formalism and
a general master equation [53]. Time evolution via the real-space formalism offers further insight by providing exact collective decay rates. In this limit, our strategy provides
collective decay rates that describe the exact
time evolution of regular states according to
(12c). Non-Markovian collective decay rates
for N = 2 qubits coupled to a 1D waveguide
have been investigated in [33] using a Green’s
function method. We develop a more general
theory applicable to any multi-qubit system.
Our proposed strategy for computing the
collective decay rates is based on the observation that the complete set of decay rates
is given by the poles of the scattering parameters via a rotation and scaling such that
Γ = 2ip. A similar observation was made in
[35], but they did not explore it further. We
do this here.
The strategy for finding collective decay
rates is as follows:

0 = 2ie2i(∆k +Ω)L (∆k + i)
+ e4i(∆k +Ω)L (1 + i∆k )

(15)

+ i(∆k + i)3 ,
where we normalize ∆k w.r.t. J0 .

4.1 Markovian regime
In the Markovian limit, the qubits are separated by a distance L ∼ O(Ω−1 ), which justifies the linearization of the light propagation
phase kL ' ΩL = θ, which results in a polynomial characteristic equation for the collective decay rates. Solving this equation yields
following collective decay rates:

p
1  2iθ
e + 2 + eiθ 8 + e2iθ γ0 , (16a)
2

p
1  2iθ
e + 2 − eiθ 8 + e2iθ γ0 , (16b)
Γ2 =
2

Γ3 = 1 − e2iθ γ0 .
(16c)

Γ1 =

1) Write down the Bethe Ansatz (4) and
find the scattering parameters.
2) Pick a scattering parameter, say r1 , and
set its denominator to zero. This gives
the characteristic equation for the collective decay rates.

where we recall that γ0 = 2J0 is the singlequbit decay rate.
If we set θ = nπ, we find that two of
the decay rates become zero, whereas one becomes 3γ0 . This also occurs for an arbitrary
N -qubit system: as θ → nπ, N − 1 collective decay rates cluster around zero, while the
N th one approaches N γ0 . The corresponding physical phenomena are called subradiance and superradiance, respectively. Subradiance occurs when destructive interference
suppresses spontaneous emission. Conversely,
superradiance occurs when constructive interference enhances spontaneous emission. Consequently, the corresponding collective decay
rates are called subradiant or superradiant decay rates of the system. Hence, finding collective decay rates also gives further information
on superradiance and subradiance occurring
in the multi-qubit system. The N γ0 scaling
of the superradiant decay rate is well-known

3a) For the Markovian limit, find analytical
expressions for the poles.
3b) For the non-Markovian regime, apply numerical methods to find the roots.
This strategy parallels the well-known connection between the resonance poles of a scattering matrix and the decay of unstable states.
In the context of waveguide QED, the scattering parameters’ poles provide a more general
description due to the existence of qubit excitation coefficients (ek ), which may not always
be eliminated to construct an S-matrix. Consequently, our definition of collective decay
rates is analogous to resonance poles in quantum scattering theory, quasi-normal modes
in gravitational wave physics and scattering
poles of the wave scattering theory [55].
8

for longer times due to light trapping between
the qubits, as we shall see in Section 6.2. The
non-Markovian decay rates describe this lighttrapping and slow decay quantitatively. Since
in the non-Markovian regime, the interactions
are effectively isolated between single qubits
and light, increasing L decreases the collective
decay rates due to the increased time delay of
inter-qubit photon propagation.

and is usually referred to as the Dicke superradiance [56]. We observe the Dicke superradiance in the Markovian limit, however we
will observe a new kind of superradiance when
we discuss the non-Markovian limit.

4.2 Non-Markovian regime
In the non-Markovian regime, which consists
of every condition where the Markovian approximation is no longer valid, the qubits are
separated by macroscopic distances such that
L ∼ O(J0−1 ). The propagation time of light
within the network is no longer negligible,
consequently, for L ∼ O(J0−1 ), the second
term of kL = ΩL + ∆k L can no longer be neglected. Hence, the important distinction in
the non-Markovian limit is that the characteristic equation of poles is a transcendental
equation that includes complex exponentials
in addition to polynomial terms. We must
thus use numerical methods.
To use our approach in the non-Markovian
limit, we first expand the exponential as
(17a)

M
X
(iθ∆k /Ω)n
n=0

n!

,

Re[ ]

' eiθ

(a)

(17b)

where we truncate this expansion for some
large M . This approach works as long as the
poles have the property |p|  Ω, such that
(∆k /Ω)M → 0 for the region of interest. If
this is not the case, one needs to employ more
complicated numerical approaches to find the
roots.
For illustration purposes, we pick Ω =
100J0 and plot the Markovian and nonMarkovian collective decay rates (more accurately, their real part which is responsible for
the decaying behavior) in Fig. 2. Here, we
denote the symmetric (anti-symmetric) collective decay rates with S (A). This figure shows
many resemblances to the findings of [33],
where the non-Markovian decay rates become
subradiant in the large θ limit. As explained
in [33], after the initial emission of a decaying
exponential pulse from the first qubit, it gets
reflected by the second and third qubits and
re-excites the first qubit. This cycle continues
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ei(∆k +Ω)L = eiθ(1+∆k /Ω)

Fig. 2 shows another interesting phenomenon. For θ ∼ 4π, the superradiant
collective decay rate becomes larger than
3γ0 . Dicke superradiance alone cannot describe this phenomenon, an additional physical mechanism (i.e. time-delayed coherent
quantum feedback) must be at play. We
will discuss this new mechanism—which we
call super-superradiance (SSR)—in Section
6.1 when we discuss strong collective spon-

(b)

⌦ = 100J0
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Figure 2: The behavior of three Markovian and nonMarkovian collective decay rates (in units of γ0 ) for
N = 3 qubits coupled to a 1D waveguide for a)
θ ∈ [0, 60]π, b) θ ∈ [0, 5]π, c) θ ∈ [55, 60]π. S
(A) stand for symmetric (anti-symmetric) collective
decay rates. In all figures, Ω = 100J0 .
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taneous emission from N = 3 qubits in the
non-Markovian regime. For now, we note the
highly counter-intuitive observation that by
introducing time delay of photon propagation
within the system, the overall decay of the
system can be enhanced. This has also been
observed for N = 2 in Fig. 4(d) of [33], but
was not discussed in the main text. Recently,
[47] discussed this effect for N = 2 using a
different approach. The findings of [33], [47]
and our findings agree perfectly for N = 2
although all three papers use different methods. Our findings suggest that SSR is a more
general phenomenon than the N = 2 case.
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On another note, the non-Markovian processes introduce many more decay modes, in
addition to 3 original decay modes that are
present in the Markovian limit. This can be
understood by the travel time of light between qubits in two different regimes. In
the non-Markovian regime, the delayed feedback mechanism introduces infinitely many
poles, as light gets trapped inside the system and is released within intervals of 2L
with each release time corresponding to a nonMarkovian process. For the Markovian limit,
all these processes happen at an instant and
are confined to an infinitesimal amount of
time, since photons propagate between qubits
without any delay. Hence, any exclusively
non-Markovian process in the Markovian limit
has an infinite decay rate. In other words, one
can think of the additional non-Markovian
collective decay rates as flowing from LHP
complex infinity to finite values as the photon
travel time between qubits becomes relevant,
i.e. as θ increases. When plotting Fig. 2, we
picked the three decay rates with the lowest
real part, following [33].
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Figure 3: The poles (in units of J0 ) obtained via
the numerical method for θ = 5.7π, Ω = 100J0 and
N = 3 qubits marked by blue crosses. S (A) stand
for symmetric (anti-symmetric) collective decay rates
(See Section 7.1), NM stands for decay modes generated by non-Markovian processes. The color figure
shows the logarithmic modulus plot of the full characteristic equation, where the darker regimes correspond to lower values of the function. Since the
characteristic equation is analytical, its modulus has
a minimum inside a finite region only if it has a zero
within that region (from the minimum modulus principle). Thus, it is clear that the poles found via the
numerical method are indeed physical, as the marks
correspond to the zeros of the plotted function.

The method introduced in this section is
more general and can be applied to any multiqubit system, as the characteristic equation
for any general system can be found by simply finding energy eigenstates. Analogously,
we also note that a similar approach can be
applied to consider Fano minima, i.e. reflection minima, that lead to transparency of
the multi-qubit system for certain frequencies.
[35] finds N − 1 such frequencies for a linear
chain of N qubits. Non-Markovian processes
can increase this number, as the characteristic equation describing the minima frequencies become transcendental in this limit. For
example, for N = 3, we have observed several
non-Markovian Fano minima (in addition to
2 that are observed in the Markovian limit
[35]) in our own explorations. [57] observes

In Fig.
3, we plot the three Markovian poles (two corresponding to symmetric modes and one to anti-symmetric mode)
and additional poles corresponding to nonMarkovian processes. For the parameters considered, the processes corresponding to nonMarkovian poles decay much faster and therefore can be neglected. For larger θ, this is no
longer the case and non-Markovian processes
gain importance.
10

similar effects for a two-qubit system. We believe that this is an interesting phenomenon
to study in future work.
We have also developed an alternative
method for finding collective decay rates,
which we describe in Appendix F. While this
method is less efficient than the one presented here, it provides further insight into
the physics of the system, which might be useful for constructing proofs.

5.1.2

Side-atom excitation probability

The side-atom excitation probability is the
probability that a side atom (either m = −1
or 1) is excited at time t, given that the center atom is initially prepared in an excited
state. To find this probability, we first note
that the initial state of the system can be projected onto energy eigenstates via a resolution
of identity
|α(t)i =

Z ∞
dk
−∞

5 Time dynamics of observables in
the Markovian limit

2π

|Ek i hEk |αi e−iEk t ,

where |αi = σ0† |0i is the initial state of the
system. We realize that hEk |αi = e∗0 , where
∗ denotes the complex conjugate. We find
that the probability, Ps (t) = | he1 |α(t)i |2 =
| he−1 |α(t)i |2 , that a side atom is excited at
time t is

In this section, we study time dynamics in
the Markovian limit. We can therefore take
advantage of complex analysis to simplify the
analysis.
As an example, we consider a chain of three
qubits. We first consider spontaneous emission and study the time dynamics of atom
excitation probabilities and emitted singlephoton pulses. We then study the scattering
of a single photon pulse from a system on multiple qubits.

Ps (t) =

2

Z ∞
dk
−∞

e±1 (k)e∗0 (k)e−i∆k t . (21)

2π

After performing the complex analysis, this
quantity takes the form
Ps (t) =

X

h

Res e∗0 (k)(e1 (k)

p ∆k =p

−i∆k t

+ e−1 (k))e

5.1 Spontaneous emission

5.1.3

The survival probability (introduced in [35])
is defined as the probability that an initially
excited atom remains in its excited state:
Pe (t) =

−∞

2π

2 −i∆k t

.

P(x, t) =

(18)

Pe (t) =

h

Res 2|e0 (k)|2 e−i∆k t

p ∆k =p

i2

Z ∞
dk
−∞

2π

2

hx|Ek i e∗0 (k)e−i∆k t .

(23)
After performing the complex analysis, this
quantity takes the form

After performing the complex analysis, this
quantity takes the form
X

,

Emitted photon probability density

2

|e0 (k)| e

(22)

The emitted photon probability density is defined as P(x, t) = |ψ(x, t)|2 where ψ(x, t) =
hx|α(t)i is the emitted photon waveform. Following a derivation similar to that of the sideatom excitation probability, the emitted photon probability density takes the form

Survival probability

Z ∞
dk

i2

where we recall that e1 (k) = e−1 (−k) due to
symmetry.

Here we consider spontaneous emissions with
the initial condition where the central qubit
(m = 0) is excited. We begin by defining the
relevant observables.
5.1.1

(20)

h

P(x, t) = Res (t3 + r1 )e∗0 (k)e−i∆k (t−|x|)

. (19)

∆k =p

i2

,

(24)
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but is less obvious from the figure. Additionally, comparing 4(a,d) with 4(b,c) shows that
the system exhibits oscillatory behavior for θ
values close to π/2. This is expected, since
the separation in the imaginary part of the
decay rates (e.g. the difference between collective energy levels) is responsible for oscillations and is highest for θ = π/2. The early
(superradiant) decay rates are higher and late
(subradiant) decay rates are slower for θ values that are far away from π/2.
For the special cases θ = π and π/2, interesting properties occur. We discuss these in
detail next.

where we recall that in the Markovian limit,
the complete system is effectively situated at
x = 0 and hx|Ek i = t3 eikx Θ(k) + (r1 eikx +
e−ikx )Θ(−k) for x > 0. The e−ikx term becomes zero since e∗0 (k) has no upper-half plane
poles and the emitted photon probability density is symmetric w.r.t. the origin.
For completeness, we define Rthe probability
∞
of photon emission as Pw = −∞
P(x, t) dx.
We also include an illustrative example of how
these formulae can be applied to a single atom
inside a waveguide in Appendix A for comparison with existing literature.
5.1.4

Numerical results
5.1.5 Analytic solution for quarter-resonancewavelength atom spacing (θ = π/2)

Recall that the scattering parameters tm , rm
and em (k) can be found by solving the eigenvalue equation H |Ek i = Ek |Ek i. Since H depends on θ (H depends on Ω and L independently), so do the scattering parameters, and
consequently so do Pe (t), Ps (t) and P(x, t).
This θ-dependence can be seen in Fig. 4 for
θ = π/6, π/3, π/2 and π. We note that since
vg = 1, both x and t are plotted with units
J0−1 . The poles are also given for each case,
where in all cases the third pole p3 has no
residue contribution 3 and has therefore been
omitted. The imaginary part of the poles dictates the atom decay, as was pointed out by
[35], which become the real part of the decay
rates via the relation Γ = 2ip.
The early behavior of the system is dictated by the (superradiant) decay rate with
the largest real component, whereas the late
behavior is dictated by the (subradiant) one
having the smallest real component. In Fig.
4, the immediate decay of excitation probabilities just after t = 0 confirms the early
behavior (superradiant decay rate is dominant), while the slow decaying behavior at
t = x0 = 10J0−1 confirms the late behavior
(subradiant decay rate is dominant). This is
also the case for the photon density profile,

In this case, the separation between two
neighboring atoms is L = λ/4, where λ is
the resonant wavelength. This means that a
non-interacting photon propagating between
the two ends of the system acquires an overall phase of π/2. In this special case, the
side atoms never emit to the waveguide,
rather only into the system itself with mirrorsymmetric initial conditions.
To see why, consider that when the middle atom emits the photon, it excites a superposition of side atoms (m = −1 and 1) at
later times. The side atoms become excited
equally due to mirror symmetry for times
t > 0. The atoms then emit a photon in superposition, which suggests that the superposition terms are in-phase at time t of emission,
whereas they acquire an overall phase of π/2
due to propagation inside the system before
they leave the system. Since the propagation
time of the superposition terms inside the system can be neglected in the Markovian limit,
the superposition terms of the photon emitted by the two side atoms (non-interacting
with the central atom) interfere destructively
and only the photon emission from the central
atom leaves the system and gets radiated to
the waveguide. For this case, Pe (t), Ps (t) and
P(x, t) reduce to

3

The absence of a residue contribution for p3 is
highly intriguing and a possible reason for it will be
considered further in Section 7.1. Our analytical calculations show that the p3 pole can only contribute if
the state of the collective system no longer has mirror
symmetry w.r.t. the center atom (x = 0).

12

Figure 4: Spontaneous emission in a system of three qubits in the Markovian limit. Emitted photon probability
densities P(x, t) = |ψ(x, t)|2 (normalized w.r.t. J0 , for t = 10/J0 ), and atomic excitation probabilities Pe
and Ps and emission probability Pw , for different values of θ in (a)-(d). The corresponding poles are: (a)
p1 /J0 = −0.794 − i0.133 and p2 /J0 = 1.66 − i1.37, (b) p1 /J0 = −1.323 − i0.5 and p2 /J0 = 1.323 − i0.5,
(c) p1 /J0 = −1.323 − i0.5 and p2 /J0 = 1.323 − i0.5, and (d) p1 /J0 = −3i and p2 /J0 = 0. The threequbit systems is located at x = 0, the distance between the atoms become effectively zero for the scales
x ∼ O(J0−1 ), as J0 /Ω → 0. The system is symmetric w.r.t. the origin, therefore only x > 0 is illustrated.
The qubits at later times decay corresponding to the pole with lowest imaginary component, as observables
decay with a rate ∼ 2 Im[p]. In all cases, Pw + 2Ps + Pe = 1 for all times.
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√
 √
√


1
(25a)
Pe (t) = e−J0 t 3 cos
7J0 t − 7 sin
7J0 t + 4 Θ(t),
7
!
√
4 −J0 t 2
7J0 t
sin
Ps (t) = e
Θ(t),
(25b)
7
2

√
 √
√


J0
P(x, t) = e−J0 (t−|x|) 3 cos
7J0 (t − |x|) − 7 sin
7J0 (t − |x|) + 4 Θ(t − |x|), (25c)
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qubits (N ) as a future work.

where Θ(x) is the Heavy-side function.
We notice that P(x, τ )|(τ −|x|)=t = J0 Pe (t),
with the proportionality factor J0 , suggesting
that a photon leaving the linear chain system
is indeed emitted by the center atom, as the
probability density function of a photon emitted at time t is proportional to the excitation
probability of the center atom at time t. In
Appendix A, this proportionality is discussed
for a single qubit inside a waveguide.
Another important result for θ = π/2 is
that the existence of side-atoms changes the
decay rate. An atom on its own has a decay rate of γ0 , whereas the collective decay
rates become γ0 (0.5 ± iφ± ), where φ± is some
phase factor. The decrease in the exponential
decay (the real part of the decay rate) and
the existence of oscillations (imaginary part
of the decay rate) can be explained by the
partial reflection of the photon from the two
side atoms. Moreover, the first local minima
of Pe (t) and P(x, τ )|(τ −x)=t coincide with the
first local maxima of Ps (t), implying that the
side atoms are excited with highest probability when the center atom is in its ground state
(where the photon emission is also zero) and
vice versa.
While we considered the symmetric excitation where the middle qubit is excited, it
is also interesting to consider the case where
the side qubits are excited with equal weights.
Then, by the virtue of the fact that the
side qubits do not radiate outside of the system for θ = π/2, the outgoing pulse shape
looks less like a decaying exponential and has
a more symmetric shape. We believe that
it could be interesting to consider potential
pulse-production applications of this configuration (θ = π/2) for increasing number of

5.1.6 Analytic solution for half-resonancewavelength atom spacing (θ = π)
In this case, the separation between two
neighboring atoms is L = λ/2 and the system exhibits super- and subradiant modes.
The superradiance phenomenon is manifested
mathematically in the first pole where p1 =
−i3J0 . This phenomenon is an “enhancement
effect due to collective dipoles” as pointed out
in [35]. Additionally, the second pole becomes
p2 = 0, implying that one of the decay modes
has zero decay rate, e.g. a finite survival probability is obtained as t → ∞. In this case,
Pe (t), Ps (t) and P(x, t) reduce to
2
1  −3J0 t
e
+ 2 Θ(t),
9
2
1  −3J0 t
Ps (t) =
e
− 1 Θ(t),
9
P(x, t) = J0 e−6J0 (t−|x|) Θ(t − |x|).

Pe (t) =

(26a)
(26b)
(26c)

Interestingly, the integral of (26c) over x, does
not tend to one as t → ∞. This suggests
that some amplitude of the photon will always remain inside the system. We can also
see this from the atom excitation probabilities. As t → ∞, the center atom remains
excited with probability 49 , and each one of
the side atoms remains excited with probability 19 . With probability 13 , all atoms decay and photon-emission takes place. This
is in contrast with other values of θ, where
photon-emission is certain for large enough
times. This is a consequence of the existing
dark states in the system, which are signalled
by the fact that two of the three collective decay rates become zero when θ = π. In fact,
14

where we compute hk|S(0)i = f˜(k − k0 )
ei(k−k0 )x0 . This state represents a pulse initially located at x = −x0 and moving to the
right with an average momentum k0 .
We assume J0  Ω, and as before, we find
the time evolution of this state by first projecting it onto energy eigenstates and then
time-evolving each part independently:

we can obtain this result without any contour
integration by first realizing that
2
1
|α(0)i = |e0 i = √ |D2 i − √ |Bi .
6
3

(27)

Then, the state evolves as
2
1
|α(t)i = √ |D2 i e−iΩt − √ |B(t)i ,
6
3

(28)
|S(t)i =

−∞

where as t → ∞, hem |Bi = 0 for any m
due to superradiance. Then, we find that
Ps = | √26 he−1 |D2 i |2 = | √26 he1 |D2 i |2 = 19

scattering

for

Z ∞
−∞

hEk |S(0)i |Ek i e−iEk t . (30)

The shape of the photon pulse at time t is
S(x, t) =

Z ∞
dk
−∞

2π

hx|Ek i hEk |S(0)i e−iEk t ,

(31)
where S(x < 0, t) represents the reflected
pulse and S(x > 0, t) the transmitted pulse
at time t. We define the functions S̃(k, 0),
S̃+ (k, t) and S̃− (k, t) as the Fourier transform
of the initial, transmitted and reflected pulses.
In Appendix H, we show that
|S̃+ (k, 2x0 )|2
=
|t3 S̃(k, 0)|2
and
2
2
|S̃− (−k, 2x0 )| = |r1 S̃(k, 0)| . (Here, we
pick t = 2x0 such that the field no longer
interacts with the qubits.) This suggests
that, each mode of the input pulse inside
the waveguide is modulated independently
via the stationary state transmission and
reflection coefficients found using the Bethe
Ansatz. This property for the specific case
of a single qubit and two qubits inside a
waveguide was pointed out in [59] and [30].
The main advantage of the real-space approach is that the asymptotic scattering calculations do not assume any information on
the pulse shape or the internal degrees of freedom of the system. Any pulse that is localized around x0 and has a narrow band in the
frequency space can be shown to modulate according to the scattering parameters t3 and r1 .
Furthermore, as long as J0  Ω, this finding
can apply to other quantum networks (see [60]
for an example of a different setting) in addition to the linear chain explored in this paper,
since the derivations performed in Appendix
H only require the overall transmission and

single-photon

To study scattering of single pulses, we will
focus on two properties: first on the shape of
the transmitted and reflected pulse and second on the excitation probability Pm of the
mth atom. We assume that the initial pulse
is situated at x = −x0 (x0 > 0) far away from
origin with an average momentum k0 > 0 and
the atoms are initially in ground state.
To start our discussion, we define two
functions f (x) and f˜(k)—where f˜(k) is the
Fourier transform of f (x)—whose standard
deviations ∆x and ∆k satisfy ∆x  x0 and
∆k  k0 . Then, the most general form for the
scattering state |S(t)i at time t = 0, with onesided excitation from the left, can be written
as
|S(0)i =

2π

5.2.1 Shape of Transmitted and Reflected
Pulses

and Pe = | √26 he0 |D2 i |2 = 49 . The probability of complete decay can also be found as
| √13 hB|α(0)i |2 = 31 .
This property may prove fruitful for future
quantum memory applications using identical
qubits. In fact, as [58] has shown, cavitywaveguide coupling can be controlled, which
opens up the possibility of exciting BICs via
time-dependent control of cavities using only
single-photon scattering states, in addition to
exploiting the delayed quantum feedback and
multi-photon scattering as discussed in [37].

5.2 Pulse
states

Z ∞
dk

†
dxf (x + x0 )eik0 x CR
(x) |0i ,

(29)
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The projection of the input pulse onto a
scattering eigenstate is (see Appendix H)
√
hEk |S(0)i = 2π f˜(k − k0 )ei(k−k0 )x0 Θ(k).
(33)
Then, the excitation probability of the mth
atom is

reflection coefficients, t3 and r1 . Here, the internal interactions of the system are only important for how they affect the output field.
5.2.2

Atom excitation probability

The excitation probability of individual atoms
can be found by using the Born rule for the
time evolved state given in (30) as
Pm (t) =

Z ∞
dk
−∞

2π

Pm =

Z ∞
dEk

√

0

2π

2

em (k)f˜(k − k0 )e−i∆k (t−x0 ) ,

(34)
as Ek = k for k > 0. For the Gaussian input
with
∆k = J0 , we choose f˜(k − k0 ) such that
R∞
2
˜
−∞ dk|f (k − k0 )| = 1 to ensure normalization:
2

2

em (k) hEk |S(0)i e−i∆k t ,
(32)

where we recall that for negative k values we
simply set e−1 (−k) = e1 (k) from the symmetry of the system. In Appendix A, we show
the correspondence between this formula and
the results of [59] for a single atom inside a
waveguide.

e

(∆k −χ)
4J 2
0

f˜(k − k0 ) = q √ ,
J0 2π

(35)

where, for a resonant Gaussian pulse, χ = 0.
Then, the integral becomes
−

Z ∞

5.2.3

−

Pm =

Example: Gaussian pulse

Here, we consider a specific example of a resonant Gaussian pulse with k0 = Ω and ∆k = J0
incident from the far left (we consider decaying and rising exponential pulse shapes in Appendix G). A Gaussian-shaped photon is not
a regular state and the residue theorem cannot be applied. The integral in (32) can still
be computed analytically for most cases (for
a Gaussian pulse, always) by applying the
convolution theorem for Fourier transforms
as discussed for the single-qubit case in Appendix A. In summary, the time evolution of
a Gaussian state in (32) comes down to an
integral of a Gaussian function and the scattering parameters. Since the Fourier transform of scattering parameters is a weighted
sum of decaying exponentials, a final analytical result can always be obtained by taking
the convolution of a Gaussian function with
decaying exponentials. As a comparison, we
note that this analytical result could not be
obtained via the existing methods, where numerical methods were employed [26, 30]. As
our purpose in this section is the illustration
of the pulse scattering, we compute this integral numerically for simplicity.

2

(∆k −χ)2
4J 2
0

e
e−i∆k (t−x0 ) ,
d∆k em q
√
−Ω
2πJ0 2π

(36)
where by em we mean em (|k|). Now, setting
∆k → yJ0 and assuming J0  Ω, we obtain
√

y2

2

J0 em e− 4 −iyJ0 (t−x0 )
Pm =
dy q √
e
.
−∞
2π 2π
(37)
The excitation probability of each atom for
the Gaussian pulse scattering is shown for different θ values in Fig. 5. For the most part,
we see similar behavior for the Gaussian pulse
as for the decaying exponential pulse in Appendix G, where the left atom is excited with
higher probabilities than others (except for
θ = π, then the excitations are the same)
and the excitation probabilities are higher for
θ close to π/2. Our numerical calculations
show that, for a Gaussian pulse with ∆k = J0 ,
the maximum probability of excitation for the
first atom is achieved for θ = π/2, where
the separation between the imaginary parts
of two poles (p1 and p2 ) is zero. For this case,
max (t) ' 0.6266
the maximum probability P−1
is achieved at t ' x0 + 0.713/J0 . Similarly the (maximum) excitation probability is
Z ∞
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Figure 5: Singe-photon scattering in a system of three qubits in the Markovian limit. The excitation probability
of each atom during interaction with a single photon pulse shaped as a Gaussian centred at x0 = 10/J0 . For
each value of θ, the parameter ξ was optimized to maximise the excitation probability for the left atom. In
d), the linearization assumption causes all three excitation probabilities to be the same, which is accurate as
long as L ∼ O(Ω−1 ) and J0 /Ω  1.
min (t) ' 0.075 at
lowest for θ = π, with P−1
t = x0 + 0.289/J0 and the separation between
the imaginary parts of two poles (p1 and p2 )
are largest with 3J0 .

ability can be given as

Psingle (t) = | hesingle |S(k)i |2
1
= | hesingle |Se (k)i |2 ,
2

Fig. 5 reveals a very important property
of this system: the excitation probability for
a chain of atoms can exceed the maximum
excitation probability P max (t) = 0.5 for a single atom. To understand this property, let
us consider the excitation of a single qubit by
a one-sided excitation pulse. The excitation
probability of a single qubit upon one-sided
excitation is bounded by 0.5 [30]. This can
be understood by decomposing the incident
pulse to its even and odd modes, where only
even modes can excite the single qubit. For
a one-sided pulse, the decomposition is as follows
1
|S(k)i = √ (|Se (k)i + |So (k)i) ,
2

(39a)
(39b)

where we note that a single qubit does not
couple to odd modes. Here, |esingle i is the
excited state for a single atom. The term
| hesingle |Se (k)i |2 ≤ 1 corresponds to excitation of a qubit via an even pulse, where the
upper-bound is achieved for a rising exponential in the even basis [61]. This leads to the
bound Psingle (t) ≤ 0.5. Consequently, when
three qubits are present, the collective system
couples to the odd modes as well, leading to
the increased excitation probability of the first
qubit for certain cases.

(38)

Numerical optimization of the integral in
(32) for a resonant Gaussian pulse reveals
that the maximum excitation probability of
the first atom is ' 0.6356 for ∆k = 1.175J0 ,
θ = π/2 and t = x0 + 0.685J0−1 .

where all states are unit normalized and
hSe (k)|So (k)i = 0. Then, the excitation prob17

6 Time dynamics of observables in
the non-Markovian regime

Using the time evolution operator and the
Born rule, the observables can be computed,
analogously to the Markovian case:

In this section, we consider the nonMarkovian regime, where the Markovian approximation is no longer valid. In this regime,
the propagation time of photons within the
multi-qubit system is no longer neglected,
since the qubits are separated by large distances L ∼ O(J0−1 ). Consequently, the time
evolution dynamics of single excitation states
can no longer be simplified to a residue calculation. Rather, a single integral must be
calculated to obtain the time evolution. We
show that the simplicity of this approach gives
access to previously unexplored physics.
While it is possible to find fully analytical
solution using the real-space formalism for the
non-Markovian case, it requires a longer discussion. For the scope of this paper, we focus
on numerical simulations and discussion of the
underlying new physics coming from the nonMarkovian behavior. We plan to introduce
the analytical method in future work.
As in Section 5, we consider a chain of three
qubits. We first study the time dynamics
of atom excitation probabilities and emitted
single-photon pulses, and then study the scattering of a single photon pulse from a system
of multiple qubits.

Pe (t) =

2

|e0 |2 e−i∆k t ,

(40a)
π
Z ∞
2
dk
Ps (t) =
|e1 + e−1 |2 e−i∆k t , (40b)
2π
0
Z ∞
2
dk
P(x, t) =
hx|Ek i e∗0 e−i∆k t , (40c)
−∞ 2π
0

Z ∞!

Z −L

Pw (t) =

dxP(x, t),

+
−∞

(40d)

L

Z L

Pb (t) =

dxP(x, t).

(40e)

−L

Here, em are the excitation coefficients computed for k > 0 values, i.e. for scattering
eigenstates where the field is initially incident
from far left. It is important to note that the
phase is no longer linearized and we keep the
definition of θ = ΩL 6= kL for convenience.
6.1.2

Numerical results

First, let us consider the time evolution of observed quantities as shown in Fig. 6. In this
figure, Ω = 100J0 and θ = 4.01π (correspondingly, L = 4.01πΩ−1 ' 12.6Ω−1 ). This value
of θ is chosen specifically so that we can observe the formation of the quasi-bound states,
where the excitation is trapped inside the system for longer times due to highly subradiant
decay modes. (Recall that for θ = nπ, there
are BIC in this system as discussed in Section
3.1.)
Fig. 6(a) illustrates the time evolution of
observable quantities. Since θ = 4.01π includes both superradiant and subradiant decay modes, the survival probability Pe (t) decays quickly for earlier times. Similarly, Pb (t)
increases rapidly until time t = L, where the
kink at t = L implies that the excitation is
transferred to Pw (t) as the photon leaves the
system. There is an interesting feature happening both at Pw (t) and Ps (t). They remain
zero until t ≥ L, which is a manifestation of
the causality principle. We plan to discuss
causality in the real-space formalism in detail in future work, for now it is important

6.1 Spontaneous emission
As we did in the Markovian case, here we consider spontaneous emissions with the initial
condition where the central qubit (m = 0)
is excited, and begin by defining the relevant
observables.
6.1.1

Z ∞
dk

Observables

The observables of interest are, as in Section
5, the survival probability of the middle qubit
Pe (t), the excitation probability of the side
qubits Ps (t), the probability density of emitted photons P(x, t), the probability that photons are radiated outside of the system Pw (t)
and the probability that photons are trapped
inside the system Pb (t).
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(b)
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Figure 6: Spontaneous decay of an initially excited middle qubit for θ = 4.01π. (a) The survival Pe (t)
and side-atom excitation Ps (t) probabilities, as well as the probability that the photon stays bounded within
the interval [−L, L] (Pb (t)) and the probability that the photon gets radiated to the waveguide (Pw (t)) are
shown for the non-Markovian (exact (NM)) case. The inset figure shows the comparison between the survival
probability in the Markovian limit and the exact non-Markovian probability. (b) The comparison between
the emitted photon probability density in the Markovian limit and the exact non-Markovian counterpart at
t = 2J0−1 . (c) and (d) illustrate the probability densities of the emitted photon within [−L, L] and the
formation of the quasi-bound state. For all figures, θ = ΩL = 4.01π and Ω = 100J0 .

multi-photon scattering), where after t = 2L,
the initially emitted photon density travels
back to the middle qubit and stimulates further emission. This explanation becomes
more likely when we notice the kink at x =
tf − 2L ' 1.75J0−1 (tf = 2J0−1 is the time
of the snap-shot shown in Fig. 6(b)) for the
radiated photon density P(x, tf ) as shown in
Fig. 6(b). For 1.75J0−1 ≤ x ≤ 2J0−1 , the
emitted photon density has a monotonic behavior, where the decay in P(x, tf ) is less than
the Markovian case. Since the self-stimulation
process can occur only after t = 2L, we observe a change in the behavior of P(x, tf ) at
x = tf − 2L ' 1.75J0−1 and the decay becomes more rapid than the Markovian case.
In any case, the more rapid decay in the nonMarkovian case is linked to the interference
between the emitted photon that has travelled
back to the qubit position and the initially excited qubit itself.
The Figs. 6(c-d) illustrate the quasi-bound
photon probability density at times t = 3L
and t = 2J0−1 . The arrows mark the radiated
probability density corresponding to those
times. For t = 2J0−1 , the quasi-bound state
is formed and the photon probability density
takes the form of an (almost) sinusoidal function and is nearly zero at the qubit positions.
For t = 3L, the quasi-bound state is not com-

to note that there has been a long discussion
about whether the rotating-wave approximation leads to non-causal behavior [62–64]. A
quick recap on the causality behavior of the
single qubit case can be found in Appendix A.
For later times in Fig. 6(a), the survival
probability almost saturate around non-zero
values and decays extremely slowly such that
the excitation stays within the system even
for longer times. This marks the formation of
the quasi-bound state, where the highly subradiant pole, which was also shown in Fig.
2, dictates the collective behavior. Similarly,
Pb (t) stays non-zero for longer times, meaning that some portion of light is trapped between the qubits. The inset figure shows the
inability to describe the system in the Markovian limit, as the survival probability calculated using the Markovian approximation can
no longer match the exact dynamics.
The inset figure in Fig. 6(a) confirms
our surprising finding about SSR related to
Fig. 2, where the non-Markovian decay rates
can be larger than the sum of the individual
qubit decay rates (which is the maximum for
the Markovian collective decay rates). We
believe that this may be a case of a selfstimulation process due to time-delayed coherent quantum feedback ([37] exploits this
feedback mechanism to excite a BIC through
19
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Survival Probability

pletely formed but is in superposition with
the portion of light that is to radiate outside
of the waveguide. For t = 2J0−1 , the quasibound state is formed and leaks to the continuum with a subradiant decay rate. The two
most subradiant (NM) collective decay rates
for this case are Γ1 ≈ (0.000057−i0.02)γ0 and
Γ2 ≈ (0.001 − i0.05)γ0 . The nonzero imaginary components of the collective decay rates
corresponds to the slight detuning in the frequency of the quasi-bound state and the real
component corresponds to the actual exponential decay. As θ → 4π, both collective decay rates tend to zero, where the actual bound
state is formed. To describe the exact case of
bound-state formation, one could either use
the usual time evolution operator for θ 6= nπ
given in (8) and take the limit as θ → 4π or
use the time evolution operator given in (10)
that includes bound state contributions.
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Figure 7: Exact survival probabilities of an initially
excited middle qubit for θ = 0.2π + nπ, where
n = 0, 10, 40. In the Markovian limit, all three
cases are equivalent, whereas only θ = 0.2π case
agrees with the Markovian limit. For larger θ, the
survival probabilities show non-Markovian characteristics more dominantly. Here, Ω = 100J0 .

to modifications of their Markovian formalism or drawing analogies to/taking limits of
similar physical models, we used only textbook quantum theory to describe complicated
non-Markovian behaviour. This is only possible because the real-space formalism we introduce in this work is elementary and requires
little prior knowledge to perform calculations or generalize to other multi-qubit/multiwaveguide systems. Next, we consider a scattering problem for completeness.

Non-Markovian behavior is usually associated with oscillatory behavior and beating
effects [33, 46]. This is easily understandable for the multi-qubit case that we consider
here. As the time delay introduced by intersystem propagation becomes more significant,
the survival probability oscillates rapidly and
the oscillation period grows more and more
linearly with L. While the oscillation period and the strength of oscillations grow, the
overall decay rate decreases due to the nonMarkovian effects as we have discussed in Section 4.2. This leads to a situation depicted in
Fig. 7. For this system, as the qubits are
close to each other such that θ = 0.2π, the
survival probability agrees with the results obtained via the Markovian approximation. For
θ = 10.2π and θ = 40.2π, the Markovian approximation is no longer valid, although the
survival probabilities would be equivalent in
the Markovian limit. As the distance between
the qubits increases, the survival probability
gains oscillatory behavior and the excitation
is trapped within the system for longer times,
as we have suspected.

6.2 Pulse
states

scattering

for

single-photon

In Section 5.2, we considered scattering problems where kL ' ΩL is a valid assumption.
In this section, we investigate a scattering experiment where the qubit separation is large,
L ∼ O(J0−1 ) instead of L ∼ O(Ω−1 ), and
therefore the linearization assumption is no
longer valid. Here, we find that the back-andforth exchange of the photon between atoms
becomes more apparent and echoes are observed in the transmitted and reflected pulses
with intervals ' 2L, which can be interpreted
as the delayed feedback time following the approach of [37], implying that some portion of
light is trapped inside the system. Some fraction of the trapped light is released upon collusion with the side atoms and we observe it

In this section, we used the real-space formalism to describe non-Markovian behavior
of a spontaneously decaying multi-qubit system. While previous work either resorted
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as echoes.
Unlike in the Markovian limit, the description of time evolution in the non-Markovian
regime requires knowledge of BICs, and numerical integration must be employed to describe time evolution of both regular and irregular states (unless a more complicated resummation method is used, which we will introduce in a future work). In such cases,
however, computing the evolution governed
by (10) boils down to a single numerical integral; just as it does for irregular states in
the Markovian limit. In the past, scattering
of irregular states in both regimes was studied using complicated numerical methods such
as the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
method [26, 30]. The numerical approach proposed here is much simpler.
6.2.1

6.2.2

Numerical results

Fig. 8 shows the single-photon pulse echoes,
as well as oscillations in atomic excitation
probabilities for resonant and non-resonant
Gaussian pulse scattering with L = 10/J0 .
The echo interval is ' 2L as expected. For
illustration purposes, we choose x0 = 15/J0 ,
t = 100/J0 , Ω = 100J0 and χ = J0 for the
non-resonant Gaussian pulse (See Equation
(35)). Since the qubit separation is larger
than the pulse-width in real-space, the excitation of the qubits can be considered as a
local process 5 . As explained in the previous
section, for local interactions between a qubit
and one-sided excitation, the atomic excitation probability is bounded by 0.5 due to odd
modes not coupling to the qubit. This shows
another difference between the Markovian and
non-Markovian regime, as for pulses confined
within ∆x  L, the atomic excitation cannot
exceed 0.5 in the non-Markovian regime.

Observables

The excitation probabilities of individual
atoms can be found using (32). Since the
atomic separation is O(J0−1 ), the interior field
between the atoms can no longer be neglected.
To distinguish between the right-moving and
left-moving modes between the atoms, we
need to identify their respective contributions
to the probability density function, P(x, t).
The transmitted (right moving) and reflected
(left moving) pulse probability density functions are PR (x, t) = | h0| CR (x) |S(t)i |2 and
PL (x, t) = | h0| CL (x) |S(t)i |2 .
The total probability density function is therefore
P(x, t) = PR (x, t) + PL (x, t) + “highly oscillating terms that average to zero”, which is
properly normalized4 in the limit J0  Ω .

7 Beyond conventional problems
Up to this point, we focused on conventional waveguide QED problems, namely
spontaneous emission and scattering in onedimensional chains. In this section, we sketch
out new problems that are easily accessible
only through the machinery of the real-space
approach.

7.1 Relationship between collective decay
rates and symmetry
In this section, we touch upon a possible
causal relation between the collective decay
rates of a system and its symmetric and antisymmetric coherent excitations. Our preliminary investigations suggest that certain states
cannot have access to the complete decay rate

4

To understand how dividing the probability density P(x, t) into right- and left-moving pulses preserves the normalization, we can write the most general waveform for the pulse as ψ(x, t) = ψR (x, t)eik0 x +
ψL (x, t)e−ik0 x , where ψR/L (x) is the waveform for
the right-/left-moving pulse with zero average momentum and k0 is the average momentum of the initial
pulse. The probability density function of the general
pulse is P(x, t) = |ψ(x, t)|2 = |ψR (x)|2 + |ψL (x)|2 +
∗
2Re[ψR (x)ψL
(x)e2ik0 x ]. The interference term oscillates rapidly and can be neglected (its integral averages to 0) as long as k0 ∆x  1. Since J0  k0 and
∆x ∼ O(J0−1 ), the normalization is preserved.

5
While we do not show it here explicitly, each pulse
shape shown in Fig. 8 can be computed by considering
local transmission and reflection of the Gaussian from
each qubit. For example, the pulse localized at x =
−85J0−1 in Fig. 8(a) can be obtained by multiplying
the frequency spectrum of the Gaussian pulse with two
transmission and one reflection coefficients for a single
qubit, thus illustrating the locality of the interactions.
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Figure 8: Scattering of a single-photon Gaussian-shaped pulse by a three qubit system with a large atomic
separation L = 10/J0 , where the atoms are either on or off resonance with the photon. In (a) and (c), we
show emitted photon probability densities for reflected PL (x, t) and transmitted PR (x, t) modes. The vertical
dotted lines indicate the positions of the qubits. Note that there are periodic photon emissions (echoes)
with intervals ∼ 10/J0 due to the trapped light inside the system. Moreover, the first peak of reflected light
and the excitation probability of the first atom are identical to the ones in the single-atom system explored
in Appendix A, hinting that the atomic separation is large enough such that the pulse can completely pass
through the first atom before reaching another. For both cases, t = 100J0−1 and x0 = 15J0−1 . The insets
are zoomed-in portions of the larger plots. Note that while the transmitted and reflected parts of the field
are discontinuous at x = 0, the entire field is actually continuous. In (b) and (d) we show the corresponding
excitation probabilities of the individual atoms as a function of time.
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where |g(k)i = √12 (e∗1 + e∗2 ) (|Ek i + |E−k i)
with e1/2 corresponding to excitation coefficients for the first and second qubits. After straightforward algebra, we find the time
evolved state:

Γ1
1
|ψ(t)i = √ e− 2 +iΩ t (|e1 i + |e2 i)
2
Z t
dxΓ1 − Γ21 +iΩ(t−x+ L2 ) †
√
e
CR (x) |0i
−i
0 2 2J0
Z 0
dxΓ1 − Γ21 +iΩ(t+x+ L2 ) †
√
−i
e
CL (x) |0i ,
−t 2 2J0
(45)

spectrum. First, we will discuss what we
mean by (anti-) symmetry for a linear chain
of N qubits. As a motivation for this complex
problem, we will then discuss the case of two
qubits and set up the big picture for future
work.
It is important to note that the symmetric and anti-symmetry coherent excitations of
qubits form a basis for the qubit subspace.
For even N , the basis states can be given as
1
|Ej i = √ (|ej i + |eN +1−j i) ,
2
1
|Oj i = √ (|ej i − |eN +1−j i) ,
2

(41a)
(41b)

where we note J0 /Ω  1 implies that Γ1 L 
1. Moreover, the position (x) and time (t)
have units J0−1 . It is important to note that
P̂ |ψ(t)i = |ψ(t)i such that the state stays
symmetric for later times t. This is expected,
as the parity is a conserved quantity since it
commutes with the Hamiltonian. We show
that |ψ(t)i satisfies the Schrödinger equation
in the Markovian limit in Appendix I. As
can be seen from this expression, the symmetric coherent excitation of the qubits decay
through only one of the decay modes, corresponding to the decay rate Γ1 , whereas it does
not have access to the anti-symmetric decay
mode Γ2 . A similar calculation shows that |Oi
does not have access to Γ1 either. This observation agrees with our findings for N = 3 in
Section 5 and the findings of [35], where for
N = 5, the survival probability of the initially
excited middle qubit depends only on 3 decay rates and not 5 of them6 . Consequently,
we conclude this discussion with the following
conjecture

where |Ej i and |Oj i (each with dimension
N/2 for even N and (N − 1)/2 for odd N )
correspond to symmetric and anti-symmetric
basis states. For oddEN , there is an additional
even state e(N +1)/2 that completes the basis. As we argue in this section, these basis states are more physical than we first realize, where we conjecture that they divide
the collective decay rates into two subsets:
symmetric and anti-symmetric collective decay rates. The symmetric (anti-symmetric)
states have access only to symmetric (antisymmetric) collective decay rates.
To motivate this, let us consider two identical qubits coupled to a 1D waveguide, where
the qubits are situated at x = {−L/2, L/2}.
The symmetric and anti-symmetric qubit
states for the N = 2 are
1
|Ei = √ (|e1 i + |e2 i) ,
(42a)
2
1
|Oi = √ (|e1 i − |e2 i) .
(42b)
2

Conjecture (Symmetric and Anti-Symmetric Collective Decay Rates). The space of collective decay rates is divided into two subspaces called symmetric and anti-symmetric
collective decay rates. The symmetric (antisymmetric) states, that have ±1 eigenvalues under the general parity transformation

Moreover, the collective decay rates of the
two-qubit system (calculated in (87) for two
non-identical qubits) become




Γ1/2 = γ0 1 ± eiθ .

(43)

Let us consider the time evolution of |ψ(0)i =
|Ei. Recall from (12c), where we take p =
−iΓ/2, its time evolution is
|ψ(t)i =

2
X
j=1

Res

∆k =−iΓj /2

h

6

Note that number of symmetric collective decay
rates is N/2 for n even and (N + 1)/2 for odd n,
inline with the dimensionality of symmetric states.
Similarly, the number of anti-symmetric decay rates
is also consistent with the dimensionality of the antisymmetric subspace

i

|g(k)i e−i∆k t , (44)
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P̂ , have access to only symmetric (antisymmetric) collective decay rates.

• Increasing the number of qubits in the
system

We leave the proof of this conjecture as
an open problem. We believe the alternative
method of finding collective decay rates, that
we discuss in Appendix F, can be beneficial
for proving this conjecture. Further evidence
for the conjecture can be found by computing
the eigenvectors of the coupling matrix discussed in this appendix and checking that for
any eigenvector |ξi, P̂ ξ = ±ξ holds.

• Introducing qubits with different energy
separation Ωj and coupling energies Jj
• Using multiple waveguides and d > 1 dimensional topologies of waveguide/qubit
systems
To see the effects of changing the qubit number on the emitted photon probability density,
see Fig. 9. For larger N , the initial decay
is faster, whereas the tail of the exponential
remains finite for longer times. We plan to
discuss this further in future work.

7.2 Towards pulse-shaping with quantum
emitters: exploiting collective decay rates
In Section 5.2 (and Appendix A) we saw that
the shape of the single photon strongly affects
the excitation probability of a given system.
To ensure high-efficiency coupling to different
systems, it is therefore important to prepare
pulses with different shapes.
To explore this possibility, we first write
down the most general form for the symmetric
emitted pulse probability density of a black
box system, that is coupled to a 1D waveguide, by generalizing (24) for a general transmission and reflection coefficients tb and rb
(and symmetric excitation coefficient eb for a
coherent single excitation of qubits)
h

P(x, t) = Res (tb + rb )e∗b e−i∆k (t−|x|)
∆k =p

i2

1.0
1
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N=7
N=21

(x,t)
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Figure 9: The emitted photon probability density
P(x, t) (normalized w.r.t. J0 ) for N = 1, 5, 7, 21
identical qubits in a linear chain, where θ = π/2 and
t = 10J0−1 .

,

(46)
where we realize that hx|Ek i = tb eikx θ(k) +
(reikx + e−ikx )Θ(−k) for x > 0. Terms containing eikx vanishes due to causality arguments. Considering (46), we can clearly see
that the shape of the emitted pulse is dictated
by the poles (hence, collective decay rates) of
the system. Therefore, the decaying exponential shape emitted from the single qubit can
be traced back to the single pole of −iJ0 of
the scattering parameters.
This opens up the possibility for pulseshaping using quantum emitters. By adjusting the collective decay rates of the complete
system, one can prepare pulses that might be
beneficial for various applications in quantum
information processing. This adjustment can
be made through any of the following:

7.3 Breaking bounds: near-perfect coherent excitation with a one-sided pulse
In this section, we demonstrate the power and
efficiency of the real-space formalism by considering pulse scattering from a system of up
to 500 identical qubits coupled to a 1D waveguide. For comparison, [26] considered time
evolution in the presence of N = 5 identical
qubits and [42] considered the case of N = 10
qubits in the subradiant regime. We pick the
qubits to be identical for simplicity, but modelling non-identical qubits is equally computationally efficient. The results obtained in this
section are computed via a standard personal
computer and not using a cluster.
Similar to Section 5.2, let us consider a
pulse that is incident from far left (see Fig.
24
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10). The initial state can be given as in (29),
where k0 = Ω for a resonant pulse. We consider two types of pulses: Gaussian and Rising
Exponential.
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Second Qubit

Figure 10: A Gaussian pulse, initially located at x =
−x0 , is incident upon a linear chain of N qubits.
The qubits are initially in the ground state and are
separated by quarter (resonance) wavelength (θ =
π/2).

Example: Gaussian pulse
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Figure 11: Excitation probabilities of first and second
qubits in a linear chain of N = 5, 10, 15, 20 qubits
upon a resonant Gaussian pulse incidence. The pulse
is situated at x0 = 10J0−1 and has pulse width (frequency deviation) σ = J0 . Note that quantities are
normalized with respect to J0 .

(47a)

of the first qubit does not change significantly
for various N values, whereas the maximum
excitation probability is somewhat saturated
around ' 0.60. The excitation probability of
the second qubit oscillates within time intervals ∼ O(J0−1 ), which is caused by photon exchange between the many qubits inside the
waveguide. Note that similar oscillations can
be observed for the first qubit, although they
are not as visible due to the large initial excitation probability.
As another observable, we consider the total excitation inside the multi-qubit system,
which is defined as

(47b)

where we call σ the pulse width (or frequency
deviation) in units of J0 . Then, the excitation probability of the mth qubit, where
m = 1, . . . , N , becomes
2

e− 4σ2
−i∆k (t−x0 )
Pm (t) =
d∆k em q
,
√ e
−Ω
2πσ 2π
(48)
where em is the excitation coefficient of the
mth qubit obtained with the initial conditions
t1 = 0 and rN +1 = 0 in (77).
The excitation of the first and second qubit
upon pulse incidence is shown in Fig. 11
for σ = J0 , x0 = 10J0−1 , θ = π/2 and
N = 5, 10, 15, 20 total qubits. For N = 5,
this reproduces the results of [26]. As apparent from the figure, the excitation probability
Z ∞

N=5
N=10
N=15
N=20

0.10

Time in J0-1

k2

e− 4σ2
˜
q
f (k) =
√ ,
σ 2π

0.12

0

Since the Gaussian pulse is an irregular state,
the observables can be expressed by a simple
integral, which can be computed via numerical integration methods.
For the Gaussian pulse,
q √

Excitation Probability
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7.3.1

20

Time in J0-1

Ptot (t) =

N
X

Pm (t).

(49)

m=1

In Fig. 12, we maximize both P1 (t) and
Ptot (t) for increasing qubit number N . We
denote the maximum quantities as P1max and
max , respectively. Since both quantities are
Ptot
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Figure 12: The optimum excitation probability and
corresponding σ for the first qubit and the complete
system (all qubits). Note that quantities are normalized with respect to J0 .

given by simple integrals, the numerical maximization can be carried out in Mathematica by using the NMaximize function. The
saturation of P1max around 0.60 is clear for
N ≥ 10, which has also been observed in Fig.
11. Moreover, the total excitation probability
max ' 0.9445
increases monotonically and is Ptot
for N = 30.
7.3.2

(a)

Example: rising exponential

For the rising exponential, we can obtain fully
analytical expressions since the state is regular. Consequently, we can compute observables much more efficiently than the Gaussian
case. For example, Ptot (t) can be computed
for N = 500 qubits using a personal computer
within 24 hours.
For a rising exponential,
√

2σe−σx Θ(x),
√
− σi
f˜(k) = √
.
π(k − iσ)

f (x) =

√
Z ∞
d∆k 2σe−i∆k (t−x0 )
∆k − iσ

2π

−∞

2

em .

(51)
We note that the integrand of this expression has only one pole in the upper half plane
(UHP) and N poles (corresponding to em ) in
the LHP. The contour is closed from the UHP
for t < x0 and LHP vice versa. Pe (t) is continuous at t = 0 by construction. So, if we are
clever about it, we can maximize this quantity
by simply considering only the single UHP
pole. First, let us realize that for t < x0 ,
Pm (t) is described by a rising exponential,
whereas for t > x0 , it is described by a decaying exponential due to the residue theorem.
Then, Pm (t) is maximized for t = x0 regardless of σ. Then, we can calculate Pm (t) for
t < x0 by using the only pole at ∆k = iσ, take
P
the limit t → x0 and maximize N
m=1 Pm (0)
over all possible σ values. The result gives the
maximum total (coherent) excitation probamax .
bility Ptot
max that is obIn Fig. 13(a), we plot Ptot
tained through maximizing over σ values for
each N . As N increases, the total coherent excitation increases monotonically, where
max ' 0.99996 for N = 500. This shows that
Ptot
using a rising-exponential, one can achieve effectively a unity collective excitation probability using only a one-sided pulse, which is

Maximum Excitation Probability

0.60

0.30
0
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1.5
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Using these, the excitation probability for the
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So, why can’t we achieve the same with
the momentum space approach? Because we
can’t diagonalize the Hamiltonian exactly in
the momentum basis. To see why, consider
the Heaviside function
Θ(x) and its Fourier
q
π
i
transform Θ̃(k) = 2 δ(k) + √2πk
. Whenever
we see discontinuities, we can identify the existence of Θ(x) and thus it is easier to construct superpositions of Θ(x) multiplied with
complex superpositions. This is precisely how
the Bethe Ansatz for the energy eigenstates
are constructed for the real-space Hamiltonian. The same approach is not as trivial for
the momentum space Hamiltonian, as there
is not a clear physical intuition behind why
Θ̃(k) would emerge in the scattering problem.
One might be cautious about working with
photon densities in position space, due to potential causality issues associated with photon wavefunctions. We have not encountered
these yet. We see no violation of causality,
nor have we seen it appear in previous work
on the real-space approach. Furthermore, our
results that overlap with those predicted using other methods match exactly. We plan,
however, to explore this in future work.
The real-space approach is popular for solving steady-state waveguide QED problems.
But it might be dismissed (see for example
[59]) because it requires calculating the stationary eigenstates, which might be considered too arduous if one’s goal is “only” steadystate solutions. In this paper, we argued that
finding the stationary eigenstates is a worthwhile pursuit, since they reveal much more
than the steady-state behaviour of a waveguide QED system.
We demonstrated this approach for N = 3
identical qubits in a linear waveguide, and
later showed that it can be generalized to
quantum networks with multiple emitters and
multiple waveguides, as well as non-identical
systems. We then used this approach to study
some interesting physics. In particular, we
studied spontaneous emission and scattering
from multi-qubit systems. We also studied
subradiance, superradiance and bound states
in continuum. We discussed new phenomena such as subdivision of collective decay

impossible for a single qubit as we show in
Section 5.2. Moreover, the excitation probabilities of each qubit follow an exponential fit
as shown in Fig. 13(b). We note that this
exponential decay of excitation probability is
not unique for N = 500. In fact, we observe
that the qubit excitations follow an exponential fit even for N = 10, while the exponential
fit becomes more fitting as N increases. The
reason behind this phenomenon is currently
not known to us and is a subject for future
work.
While previous sections focused mainly on
generalizing the theory and observing new
physical phenomena, this section has shown
the advantages of the real-space approach
for modelling time evolution of single-photon
states, where one can obtain fully analytical
expressions for time dynamics in the presence
of even 500 qubits.
First, we reproduced some results from
the literature and then considered multi-qubit
systems that are two orders of magnitude
larger than the ones considered so far in
the literature. In doing so, we also showed
that nearly-perfect coherent excitation can be
achieved for a linear chain of qubits via a onesided rising-exponential pulse.
Similar effects have been observed in the literature for
cascaded setups [65, 66]

8 Discussion
The virtue of the real-space approach lies in
its elementary7 nature. In developing the formalism in this work, we just had to find the
energy eigenbasis, use the spectral theorem
to construct the time evolution operator, and
apply the Born rule to find observable quantities. We did not introduce any approximations beyond those already established in the
literature. This is precisely the abstraction
level taught in elementary quantum theory
[49].
7
Following the definition by Richard Feynman, elementary does not mean easy to understand. Elementary means that very little knowledge is required ahead
of the time to understand something except to have an
infinite amount of intelligence.
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A A single qubit inside a waveguide
In this appendix, we shall investigate photon emission from a single qubit inside a waveguide.
The scattering energy-eigenstates for a single qubit have been found in [50] and the scattering
parameters t, r and ek are given as follows
t = cos beib ,

(52a)

ib

(52b)

r = i sin be ,
1
ek = − √ sin beib
J0

(52c)

where b = arctan(−J0 /∆k ) is the phase shift. We first find the survival probability of the atom
upon excitation:
Pse (t) =

Z ∞
dk
−∞

2π

|ek |2 e−i∆k t

2

= e−2J0 t .

(53)

Here, we find that γ0 = 2J0 is indeed the single emitter decay rate. Moreover, we can find
the probability density function of the emitted photon with respect to x by using (23) and the
scattering parameters given in (52):
P(x, t) =

Z ∞
dk
−∞

2π

hx|Ek i e∗k e−i∆k t

2

= J0 e−2J0 (t−|x|) Θ(t − |x|).

(54)

Figure 14: The excitation probability for the Gaussian pulse with k0 = Ω and ∆k = J0 , where x0 = 10/Γ
and Γ = 2J0 . Our formalism reproduces the excitation probability found in Fig. 2b of [59].

Here, we can realize that the probability density function for photon emission taking place
between time t and t + dt can be found as by simply changing P(t) = 2P(x, τ )|(τ −|x|)=t , as a
photon at distance |x| from the center is emitted at a time t = τ − |x|, where τ is the current
time and 2 comes from the symmetry. To probe this, we can find the probability that a photon
is emitted until time t as
Z t
0

dt0 P(t0 ) dt0 =

Z t

0

dt0 2J0 e−2J0 t = (1 − e−2J0 t ),

(55)

0

which is indeed equal to 1 − Pse (t) as expected. This suggests that for a single atom inside
a waveguide, the probability of photon emission is linearly proportional to the probability of
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atomic excitation. Assuming that a photo-detection device is situated at a distance x = Lp , we
can find the detection probability density function as
Pd (t) = J0 e−2J0 (t−Lp ) Θ(t − Lp ),

(56)

which is consistent with the literature [72] (See Complement 5.B).
Now, we can focus on the excitation probability of the two-level system upon incidence of a
decaying pulse as in (97). The excitation probability is
"√

Pe (t) = Res∆k =−iJ0

2ξe−i∆k (t−x0 )
ek
ξ − i∆k

"√

#2

= Res∆k =−iJ0

2J0 e−i∆k (t−x0 )
(J0 − i∆k )2

#2

= 2J02 τ 2 e−2J0 τ .

(57)
where we set ξ = J0 and τ = t − x0 to allow comparison with [31]. Now that we have the
analytical expression for Pe (t), we can find its maximum value and corresponding tmax :
tmax = x0 + J0−1 ,

Pe (tmax ) =

2
' 0.27.
e2

(58)

Note that this is half of the value found in [31], since we consider a waveguide with left and
right moving modes. Similar computation for a single-direction waveguide results in Pe (tmax ) =
4
' 0.54 as found in [31]. A similar calculation with the rising exponential yields 0.5 for τ = 0,
e2
the theoretical maximum for a one-side excitation of a single qubit [30]. Moreover, we can also
reproduce Fig. 2(a) of [46] by using a non-resonant decaying exponential as shown in Fig. 15.
In this figure, we define Γ = 2J0 and δL = ΩP − Ω, where ΩP is the average momentum of
the pulse. This figure clearly shows that the real-space approach can be used to capture single
qubit non-Markovianity quite easily.

Excitation Probability
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Figure 15: The excitation probability of the single qubit upon incidence of a decaying exponential. δL is given
in terms of Γ = 2J0 and ξ = 0.05Γ to reproduce Fig. 2(a) of [46].

Finally, we show that using (32), we can find the excitation probability of the atom inside
the waveguide for an incident pulse. For a Gaussian pulse with k0 = Ω and ∆k = J0 , we can
find the excitation probability of the two-level atom as shown in Fig. 14 through numerical
integration, reproducing Fig. 2b of [59]. Since ek is Lorentzian for the single qubit case, we can
even find an analytical solution. In fact, for a more general Gaussian with ∆k = J0 σ, we can
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find the excitation probability analytically as


2

 2

y
Z ∞
exp − 4σ
2 − iyτ
1
√
dy
Pgaus (τ ) =
y+i
2πσ 2π −∞
!
√


2
2π
1
2 1 − 2σ J0 τ
=
exp
− 2J0 τ erfc
.
4σ
2σ 2
2σ

(59a)
(59b)

This is consistent with the findings of [59] in the limit x0 → −∞ such that the pulse does not
interact with the qubit initially (See Eq. B3 from [59], which becomes the same integral as in
our (59b)). Note that the excitation probability depends on τ , and not on t or x0 independently.
This is again a manifestation of the causality principle: the pulse has to travel a distance ' x0
before it can have an effect on the excitation probability. Increasing x0 increases this distance,
hence the overall excitation probability depends only on t − x0 . We stress that this is true
for asymptotically free pulses, where, initially, the qubit is in the ground state and the field
amplitude is effectively zero at the qubit position.
For a more general Gaussian pulse with width ∆k, we can use numerical maximization to
find that the maximum excitation probability of the atom is ' 0.40, for ∆k = 1.46J0 and
t = x0 + (2J0 )−1 (τ = 0.5J0−1 ), which is in agreement with the literature [73] (Up to a factor
of two, which comes from the fact that we consider waveguides that are non-chiral, hence the
excitation probability from one-sided pulses are divided by two). Hence, we have shown that
our approach agrees perfectly with the existing literature on single qubit excitation.
Before we finish this discussion, we write down the time-evolved state for the case where the
qubit decays spontaneously to the waveguide, which is calculated using the time-evolution in
(9b). The time-evolved state |ψ(t)i, that describes the spontaneous emission of the single qubit
to the 1D waveguide can be written as
|ψ(t)i = |ψq (t)i + |ψR (t)i + |ψL (r)i ,

(60)

where each component is
|ψq (t)i = e−(J0 +iΩ)t |ei ,
p

Z ∞

p

Z 0

|ψR (t)i = −i J0
|ψL (t)i = −i J0

−∞

−t

(61a)

†
(x) |0i ,
dxe−(J0 +iΩ)(t−x) [Θ(x) − Θ(x − t)]CR

dxe−(J0 +iΩ)(t+x) [Θ(x + t) − Θ(x)]CL† (x) |0i .

(61b)
(61c)

Now, we show that the time evolved state satisfies the Schrödinger equation
∂
|ψ(t)i = (H0 + HI ) |ψ(t)i ,
∂t
where the free and interaction Hamiltonian are


Z ∞
∂
∂
†
†
H0 = Ω |ei he| + i
dx CL (x) CL (x) − CR (x) CR (x) ,
∂x
∂x
−∞
i

HI =





†
J0 σ † [CL (0) + CR (0)] + σ[CL† (0) + CR
(0)] .

p

(62)

(63a)
(63b)

Let us start with the time derivatives
i∂t |ψq (t)i = −i(J0 + iΩ) |ψq (t)i ,
i∂t |ψR (t)i = −i(J0 + iΩ) |ψR (t)i +
i∂t |ψL (t)i = −i(J0 + iΩ) |ψR (t)i +
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(64a)
†
J 0 CR
(t) |0i ,
p
†
J0 CL (−t) |0i .

p

(64b)
(64c)

Next, let us find the action of the free Hamiltonian (H0 ) on each part of |ψ(t)i
H0 |ψq (t)i = Ω |ψq (t)i ,
H0 |ψR (t)i = −i(J0 +
H0 |ψL (t)i = −i(J0 +

(65a)

†
†
CR
(0) |0i + J0 CR
(t) |0i ,
iΩ) |ψR (t)i − J0 e
p
p
iΩ) |ψL (t)i − J0 e−(J0 +iΩ)t CL† (0) |0i + J0 CL† (−t) |0i .

p

−(J0 +iΩ)t

p

(65b)
(65c)

Finally, we consider the action of the interaction Hamiltonian (HI ) on each part of |ψ(t)i
HI |ψq (t)i =

p

†
J0 e−(J0 +iΩ)t [CR
(0) + CL† (0)] |0i ,

(66a)

HI |ψR (t)i = −iJ0 Θ(0)e−(J0 +iΩ)t |ei ,

(66b)

HI |ψL (t)i = −iJ0 e−(J0 +iΩ)t (1 − Θ(0)) |ei .

(66c)

From our calculations, we see that i∂t |ψq (t)i = H0 |ψq (t)i + HI |φR (t)i + HI |φL (t)i. Similarly,
i∂t (|ψR (r)i + |ψL (t)i) = HI |ψq (t)i + H0 (|ψR (t)i + |ψL (t)i). Consequently, the time evolved
state given in (60-61) satisfies the Schrödinger equation for t > 0 and describes the spontaneous
decay of an initially excited qubit. As can be seen from this expression, the excited qubit
component of the state decays with a decay rate J0 and the position component consists of
a superposition of two decaying exponentials travelling away from the qubit, as we argued at
the beginning of this section. This state has an interesting feature: it is exactly a solution to
the Schrödinger equation, whereas in evaluation of (9b), approximations are performed. This
is due to the fact that all these approximations are exact in the limit J0 /Ω → 0, and the time
evolution of single qubit states has similar behavior, i.e. follows a similar physical pattern, for
all J0 /Ω values within the accuracy of the rotating-wave approximation. This property will be
discussed further in future work, where we plan to show that the cure of causality violations in
the RWA by the extension of energy integrals to negative energies (as explained in [64] and had
been employed by Fermi [62]) is not a trick, but rather has a physical basis.

B Waveguide QED with networks of quantum emitters
In this appendix, we extend the analysis beyond three qubits in a 1D waveguide. We re-derive
the results for quantum networks with various emitters that can be modelled as identical twolevel systems. We show that, in the end, the generalization comes down to simply summing
over all possible stationary states, in analogy to the case of three qubits. This demonstrates
the power of the real-space approach. At the end of this section, we argue that this approach
can also be used for non-identical quantum emitters.
For the general network, the Hamiltonian can be written as H = H0 + Hi , where H0 contains
the self energies and Hi is the interaction Hamiltonian that includes point-like interactions. In
real space, the Ansatz for such a system can be written as
(i)

|Ek i =

X
Ξ∈{WG}

Z ∞
−∞

dxφΞ (x)CΞ† (x) |0i +
(i)

X

e(i)
s |es i ,

(67)

s∈{qubits}
(i)

where, Ξ represents all possible modes of all 1D waveguides inside the network, φΞ (x) includes
the field amplitudes with the initial condition i, CΞ† (x) is the creation operator corresponding to
(i)
the mode Ξ and es is the excitation coefficient for the qubit denoted by s. If the interactions
(i)
are point interactions, then the field amplitudes φΞ (x) change only at the atomic positions
while behaving as free fields inside the waveguide.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the energy eigenstates are normalized as
(i)
(j)
hEk |Ep i = 2πδ(k − p)δij . Here, there is one aspect that requires further attention. When
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finding the energy eigenbasis, we usually consider the scattering of light that is initially incident from one side of the system. It is not always clear whether the (degenerate) eigenstates
corresponding to the same momentum value found via this method are orthogonal. [35] doesn’t
mention this for the linear chain of qubits, but one can prove this using the transfer matrix
properties. For the general case, we keep in mind that this normalization is only valid in the
limit J0 /Ω → 0 such that the left and right moving particle subspace does not mix. This ensures the orthogonality condition for the degenerate eigenstates found by considering one-sided
excitations.

B.1 Number of Markovian collective decay rates
In a network with N qubits, the maximum number of Markovian collective decay rates can be
at most N . To illustrate this fact, we first consider a generalization of Equation (6c) from [35]:
Xp

JΞ φΞ (xs ) − ∆k es(i) = 0,

(68)

Ξ

where xs is the position of the qubit denoted by s and JΞ is the coupling energy of the Ξ mode
(i)
to the qubits. This equation needs to be satisfied at each atomic position, such that |Ek i is
an energy eigenstate.
Now, let us construct a coefficient matrix A, such that Ax = b, with x including the scattering
parameters and b including the initial conditions. The coefficient matrix A includes the coefficient of the scattering parameters in the generalized versions of the equations (6a-c) from [35].
The scattering parameters, x, diverge for ∆k values, for which A is singular. As a result, the
characteristic equation for the poles of scattering parameters can be given as det(A(∆k )) = 0.
Since A has only N distinct ∆k values, each at different rows according to (68), and the phase
is linearized in the Markovian limit; the characteristic polynomial for the poles is of N th order
for ∆k and can have only N distinct solutions p0 . Then, let us define p equal to p0 if p0 is in the
0
lower-half plane or on the real axis; or as p ∗ if p0 is in the higher-half plane. In analogy with
the three qubits case, these solutions relate to the decay rates via a Γ = 2ip. In a future work,
we will prove that the poles p0 of the scattering parameters are indeed in the LHP or on the real
axis, consequently p = p0 . This theorem requires a long discussion of the causality principle in
waveguide QED and is therefore left as a future work.

B.2 Time evolution
As before, we start by assuming that there are no BICs present in the system. Then, the time
evolution operator is
X Z ∞ dk (i)
(i)
U (t) =
|Ek ihEk |e−iEk t .
(69)
2π
0
i∈{I.C.}
Here, i represents the initial conditions (I.C.), two for each 1D waveguide present in the system.
Then, the time evolution of any regular state is
X Z ∞ dk (i)
(i)
|ψ(t)i =
|Ek ihEk |ψ(0)ie−iEk t ,
(70a)
2π
0
i∈{I.C.}
=
'

Z ∞
d∆k

|g(k)i exp{−i∆k t},
2π
d∆k
|g(k)i exp{−i∆k t},
2π

(70b)

Res [|g(k)i exp{−i∆k t}] ,

(70d)

−Ω
Z ∞
−∞

=

X

p ∆k =p
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(70c)

(i)

(i)

where in the second line, we substitute k → ∆k and define |g(k)i = i∈{I.C.} hEk |ψ(0)i|Ek i.
The rest is analogous to the case of three qubits considered earlier, with the final step being
meaningful only in the Markovian limit as we have discussed in Section 3. Here, p are the lower
(i)
(i)
half plane poles of |Ek i and hEk |, and consequently of scattering parameters. As in the case of
three qubits, the poles contain complete information of the collective decay rates of the system.
As a result, the collective decay rates in a quantum network consisting of 1D waveguides can
be read-off from the scattering parameters. The collective decay rates govern the time evolution
of the overall system in the Markovian limit. This intuitive approach to the time evolution in
waveguide QED can be employed as long as the coupling energy between the qubits and light
is smaller than the resonance frequency and the distance between the emitters is L ∼ O(Ω−1 )
such that any exponential in the characteristic equation can be linearized:
P

kLij = (∆k + Ω)Lij ' ΩLij = θij ,

(71)

where Lij is the distance between the two emitter and θij is the corresponding phase acquired
by light.
Networks with non-identical emitters and/or with non-radiative decay can also be described
in the Markovian limit, as long as the resonance energies of the emitters differ only ∼ O(J0 ),
with J0 = min{JΞ }, so that the phase linearization is valid. We will do this for a linear chain in
Appendix C. The non-Markovian limit is trivial to describe by calculating the final step of time
evolution as a numerical integral. Overall, adding more qubits or waveguides to the system
(i)
changes only the scattering eigenstates |Ek i and not the theory itself. Since the scattering
parameters can be found via solving a linear set of equations, the real space approach is easily
scale-able to large systems.

B.3 Single-photon pulse scattering
In section 5.2, we discussed pulse scattering in the Markovian limit for a linear chain of three
qubits and found that the transmission and reflection amplitudes are determined by the kmode scattering eigenstates, inline with the findings of [30]. The calculations in Appendix H
present a direct proof that this property is more general than the specific example of a linear
quantum emitter chain and are not specific to the Markovian limit. The scattering by any “black
box” system can be described by the external degrees of freedom, such that the scattered light
amplitudes vary via the scattering parameters of the stationary states. In such a case, the
asymptotic field amplitudes for each k-mode can be written as
|ψs (k, t → ∞)|2 = |ψ(k, 0)ts (k)|2 ,

(72)

where |ψs (k, t → ∞)|2 is the output field amplitude corresponding to the (normalized) scattering
parameter ts (k) and |ψ(k, 0)|2 is the input field amplitude.
We thus see that the real-space approach can be used to find collective decay rates in complicated systems with multiple quantum emitters and multiple waveguides. In doing so, the
approach can be used to study subradiance and superradiance, BICs, single-photon pulse scattering and time evolution of system observable such as excitation probabilities.

C Waveguide QED with non-identical emitters: a general theory
In this appendix, we set up the theory for studying non-identical emitters. We do this for a
single waveguide coupled to N qubits, but the derivations are more general and can be employed
for multi-waveguide systems.
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<latexit sha1_base64="Ff7OvS8zsb2lEPU6Rt59C+7NUoU=">AAAC9nicjVJLS8NAEP6M73fVo5dgETyVpAp6LHrxWME+oC2SpGtdmiYhuxFL8Ud4VfAmXv07/gM9+B+cHVPwgeiGbL79Zr6ZzMz6SSiVdpznCWtyanpmdm5+YXFpeWW1sLZeV3GWBqIWxGGcNn1PiVBGoqalDkUzSYU38EPR8PtHxt64FKmScXSqh4noDLxeJM9l4GmiGu2+0CNxfVYoOiWHl/0TuDkoIl/VuPCGNrqIESDDAAIRNOEQHhQ9LbhwkBDXwYi4lJBku8A1FkibkZcgD4/YPu09OrVyNqKzialYHVCWkN6UlDa2SROTX0rYZLPZnnFkw/4We8Qxzb8N6evnsQbEalwQ+5du7PlfnalF4xwHXIOkmhJmTHUBR/k9Y0KRh2QxHVPcr23WSq7S/tQBTZqEOIO7ZE8JB5xlPBObNYr7ZObgsf2FPQ1rzkHum+HVVESXwf0++p+gXi65u6XyyV6xcphfizlsYgs7NPt9VHCMKmpc1w1ucWddWffWg/X44WpN5JoNfFnW0zvIQJu4</latexit>

ik[x jL]

rN +1 e

ik[x N L]

Jj

⌦j

<latexit sha1_base64="7KWQLOojUxnMN4CO6iwdZCnZt9w=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="x+223XIKLqv+osuDCwK+7a7d0fQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="dMxJ+tvpU15rrLpSzWrXWYQMFSI=">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</latexit>

(N

x

1)L

|gi

<latexit sha1_base64="uAonLeSokcdCuWebfd3lFdK8x+c=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WcW0wH2JcrRHsgXBQCq1K5x3plE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="wdEKNKJT4YYSZuD5eIaFaOkC1Jk=">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</latexit>

t1 eikx

tj eik[x

<latexit sha1_base64="L8HNdtzrp+CXIUZWiNhur/p78rw=">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</latexit>

ikx

r1 e

(j 1)L]

<latexit sha1_base64="hLgwhBrJHg36XeymRCiZb8zjbbc=">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</latexit>

ik[x (j 1)L]

rj e

<latexit sha1_base64="Ah5f0uDMNyffZ7pVU7J8+X10GV4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="a6VWrHPR7aEsQH0uOX3p15KJdM4=">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</latexit>

tj+1 eik[x

rj+1 e

<latexit sha1_base64="TsrOgsRWg/s8ZBitXtd2T/FQT6Y=">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</latexit>

(j

<latexit sha1_base64="SGxqog1TmCJsBjZg9ewyPqz7uSE=">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</latexit>

ik[x jL]

rN +1 e

ik[x N L]

<latexit sha1_base64="7KWQLOojUxnMN4CO6iwdZCnZt9w=">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</latexit>

(N

1)L

N L]

<latexit sha1_base64="28IsQtmCN+4DE22hJUaJDfoh5D8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LYzgMrpnP4jxOiflr8HKm+6Gct4=">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</latexit>

0

tN +1 eik[x

jL]

x

1)L

<latexit sha1_base64="uAonLeSokcdCuWebfd3lFdK8x+c=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WcW0wH2JcrRHsgXBQCq1K5x3plE=">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</latexit>
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Figure 16: The Bethe ansatz for a linear chain of non-identical qubits with various energy separation Ωj and
coupling energies Jj . |ei
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An illustration of the
linear chain consisting of N non-identical qubits is given in Fig. 16.
|gi
The real-space Hamiltonian for this system is H = Hq + Hf + Hi , where
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0
L
is the free LHamiltonian
of the qubits,
wherex |ej i is the excited state of the j th qubit and Ωj is
the energy separation for qubit j,
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is the free Hamiltonian of the field, where vg is the group velocity of photons inside the waveguide
and CR/L (x) are annihilation operators for right/left moving photons, and
Hi =
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is the interaction Hamiltonian between the systems, where Jj is the coupling energy between
qubit j and light. From now on, we set ~ = vg = 1 for algebraic simplicity, as usual.
Similar to the identical qubit case, we start by writing a Bethe Ansatz for a general eigenstate
|Ek i =
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X
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N
X
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where ej is the excitation coefficient for the jth qubit and φR/L (x) are field amplitudes for
left/right moving photons. Note that ej and φR/L (x) depend on θ implicitly. Owing to deltafunction interactions, the field becomes free for x 6= (j − 1)L. Hence, we can write an Ansatz
for the field amplitudes φR/L (x) as:

φR (x) =
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x < 0,
(j − 1)L < x < jL,
x > (N − 1)L,
x < 0,
(j − 1)L < x < jL,
x > (N − 1)L,
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where t1 , r1 , tN +1 and rN +1 are picked for different initial conditions. For a photon incident
from the far left (|Ek i): t1 = 0, rN +1 = 0 and for non-radiating conditions (for BIC, |Di i):
t1 = r1 = tN +1 = rN +1 = 0. For |E−k i, one can mirror the state |Ek i w.r.t. the center of
the linear chain, as in Section 3. For now, we suppress the implicit k-dependence for brevity
and discuss the Markovian limit and corresponding additional conditions. The non-Markovian
regime calculations can be performed analogous to Section 6.
Having set an Ansatz for the energy eigenstates, we apply the condition H |Ek i = Ek |Ek i,
with Ek = |k|, to obtain the equation of motion for the scattering parameters:
q

(78a)

q

rj+1 eiθ − rj − i Jj ej = 0,

(78b)

Jj (tj + rj ) − (∆k + δj )ej = 0,

(78c)

tj+1 e−iθ − tj + i Jj ej = 0,

q

where we linearize the propagation phase as usual θ ' Ω1 L, and define ∆k = Ek − Ω1 and
j = 1, ..., N . Moreover, for j 6= 1, we define δj = Ω1 − Ωj such that Ek − Ωj = ∆k + δj . For
the case of non-identical emitters, the Markovian limit has an additional constraint, apart from
Jj /Ωj  1. So that the interacting frequencies are confined within |∆k | ≤ O(Ji ), the detuning
of the qubit separation frequencies should satisfy |δj | ∼ O(J0 ). Consequently, the linearization
of θ around Ωj are all equivalent. If this is not satisfied, the linearization assumption of the
phase is no longer valid.
There are two possible methods that could be used to solve (78):
1. By writing the equations as a matrix equation with 3N unknowns and solving this linear
system. We used this method in Section 3, and it is reasonable to do so here as long
as the system is small. But for large systems, this method requires unnecessarily high
computation and is therefore inefficient.
2. By using the transfer matrix method and obtaining a recursive algorithm to find each
scattering parameter. This method preserves the polynomial shape of the scattering parameters and leads to the fully analytical results that we desire. We will use this method
to find the scattering parameters.
There is also an additional method considered in [35]. We could use the transfer matrix method
and draw parallels to one-dimensional photonic crystals [74]. But apart from the fact that this
method can only be used for identical emitters, even in the identical qubit case, the numerator
and denominator of scattering parameters are no longer polynomial in ∆k , hence the poles of
the system cannot be obtained easily. As we have seen so far, the complex analysis plays an
important role in time evolution of single-photon states. Therefore, this method is also not
preferred for obtaining fully analytical results.
To use the transfer matrix method, we shall first reshape (78) and eliminate the ej degree of
freedom:
tj+1 e

−iθ

Jj
1−i
∆k + δj

=

!

tj − i

Jj
rj ,
∆k + δ j

Jj
Jj
rj+1 e = i
tj + 1 + i
∆k + δj
∆k + δ j

(79a)

!

iθ

tj .

(79b)

Writing this in matrix form and re-arranging terms, we obtain the matrix equation
tj
rj

!



J

J

j
1 + i ∆k +δ
j

j
i ∆k +δ
j

j
−i ∆k +δ
j

j
1 − i ∆k +δ
j

= 

J

J
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−iθ
0
 e
0
eiθ

!

!

tj+1
.
rj+1

(80)

Then, we find the transfer matrix for a unit cell, which contains the scattering from the qubit
j and a propagation phase θ, as


J



J

j
1 + i ∆k +δ
j

j
i ∆k +δ
j

j
−i ∆k +δ
j

j
1 − i ∆k +δ
j

Tj = 

J

J

−iθ
0
 e
0
eiθ

!

=⇒

tj
rj

!

!

= Tj

tj+1
.
rj+1

(81)

By recursively relating them, we can eliminate the internal scattering parameters and obtain
the relation between the external fields for the initial condition, where the photon is incident
from far left, as
!
!
tN +1
1
=T
,
(82)
0
r1
where T = T1 T2 ...TN =
reflection coefficients as

QN

j=1 Tj .

From this equation, we can find the external transmission and

tN +1 = 1/(T )11 ,

r1 = (T )21 /(T )11 .

(83)

Here, (A)ij represents the ijth element of the matrix A. Then, the rest of the transmission and
reflection coefficients can be found via
tj
rj

!

!

= Sj

1
,
r1

(84)

−1
where we define Sj = Tj−1
...T2−1 T1−1 . Finally, the excitation coefficients can be obtained from
(78) as
q (t + r )
j
j
ej = Jj
.
(85)
∆k + δj

As an example, let us consider the two qubit case and find the collective decay rates. A
perturbative result for the decay rates has been obtained in [53], here we find the complete
expressions. Since the collective decay rates can be read-off from any scattering parameter, let
us find the reflection coefficient r1 by employing the transfer matrix approach:


r1 = −



i J1 (δ2 + ∆k + iJ2 ) + J2 e2iθ (∆k − iJ1 )
(∆k + iJ1 )(δ2 + ∆k + iJ2 ) + J1 J2 e2iθ

.

(86)

Then, the two collective decay rates are
Γ1/2 = (J1 + J2 − iδ2 ± ∆) ,
q

(87)

where ∆ = (J1 + iδ2 − J2 )2 + 4J1 J2 e2iθ . For J1 = J2 and θ = π, expanding around small
δ leads to the perturbative results obtained in [53]. Furthermore, we emphasize that for a
photon incident from far right, exchanging J1 ⇐⇒ J2 , setting δ2 → −δ2 results in the same
expressions for the collective decay rates up to a global imaginary shift of iδ2 , which is simply
due to the redefinition of ∆k and is just a re-normalization of energy levels. This shows clearly
that collective decay rates are indeed independent of initial conditions, as expected.
Moreover, the two-qubit system with identical emitters becomes transparent for a Fano minimum ([75]) such that r1 = 0, where the transmission becomes unity [35]. By the same logic,
for the general two-qubit system, we can find the ∆k value corresponding to the zero reflection
as


J1 δ2 − iJ2 e2iθ + iJ2
.
(88)
∆k = −
J1 + J2 e2iθ
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Figure 17: The transmission and reflection intensities, |t2 |2 and |r1 |2 respectively, for a photon incident from
far left to a two qubit system with J2 /J1 = 2, δ2 = 0.3J1 and θ = 0.85π. The intensities show Fano type
line-shapes and the system no longer becomes completely transparent for the Fano minimum.

However, this frequency detuning, for which r1 = 0, is complex, whereas only real ∆k values
are physical. This means that the expression in (88) is not the Fano dip and the reflected pulse
intensity may not be zero for the general case. Consequently, the two-qubit system is only
transparent if the qubits are identical. In fact, the minimum value of the reflection intensity
takes a very complicated form, which is different than the real part of (88). The transmission
and reflection intensities are illustrated in Fig. 17 for a specific example. As apparent from the
figure, the intensities show Fano type line-shapes and the system no longer becomes completely
transparent for the Fano minimum. We emphasize that (88) reduces to the result found in
[35] for J1 = J2 = J0 and δ2 = 0, which is ∆k = −J0 tan(θ). The two-qubit system becomes
completely transparent for this special case.
We note that while we have not considered the non-radiative decay, the non-radiative modes
can be modelled as waveguides (as long as the dispersion relation can be linearized) and interactions between the qubits can be described via this formalism by using multiple waveguides,
whose only effect is to increase the dimensions of the transfer matrices.

D Parity (mirror) symmetry
We define the general parity operator, P̂ , that acts on the combined Hilbert space of the singleexcitation states. This operator simply mirrors the state w.r.t. the center of the multi-qubit
system. When the multi-qubit system is centered at x = 0, its action on creation operators is
defined as
†
P̂ σj† P̂ † = σN
−j+1 =⇒ P̂ |ej i = |eN −j+1 i ,
†
P̂ CR/L
(x)P̂ †

=

†
CL/R
(−x)

=⇒ P̂ |xi = |−xi .

(89a)
(89b)

Then, the symmetry states are defined as the eigenvectors of P̂ that have +1 eigenvalues,
whereas anti-symmetric states correspond to −1 eigenvalues. For example,
E for odd N , the
E state
where the initial qubit is excited is a symmetric state since P̂ e(N +1)/2 = e(N +1)/2 . Note
that the general parity operator leads to the natural definition of even (symmetric) and odd
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(anti-symmetric) basis operators, as discussed in the literature (for example [6])

1  †
(x) + CL† (−x) ,
Ce† (x) = √ CR
2


1
†
Co† (x) = √ CR
(x) − CL† (−x) ,
2

(90a)
(90b)

†
†
such that P̂ Ce/o
(x)P̂ † = ±Ce/o
(x). Since a single qubit couples to light symmetrically, odd (e.g.
anti-symmetric) states cannot excite single qubits, which will be discussed in details in Section
5.2.
Let us now use the parity operator to find the energy eigenstates. First, it is straightforward
to show that the parity operator commutes with the Hamiltonian [H, P̂ ] = 0. Then, let |Ek i be
an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian but not an eigenstate of the parity operator. (Any scattering
state, where the photon is initially incident from one side, fits this definition.) Then, P̂ |Ek i is
also an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian since:

H(P̂ |Ek i) = P̂ H |Ek i = P̂ Ek |Ek i = Ek (P̂ |Ek i).

(91)

Consequently, |E−k i = P̂ |Ek i. Throughout the paper, we refer to this procedure simply by
stating that |E−k i can be found via symmetry considerations.

E An example for how residues contain information on BIC
For the bright state |Bi, the system completely couples with the light and the residues corresponding to subradiant poles are zero. The reason why the subradiant residues are non-zero for
cases, where the initial state has non-zero overlap with subradiant states, can be explained as
follows. Consider |θ − nπ| ' δ. In this case, the subradiant state couples to the light slightly
and decay is described solely by scattering eigenstates, since there are no BICs. Any regular
state |ψi can be written as
X
|ψi =
αi |Di i + β |Bi .
(92)
i

For any δ > 0, no matter how small, the residue has a finite value for t = 0, which is the complex
coefficients corresponding to states |Di i and |Bi (which is, for example, α1 for the coefficient of
|D1 i). Taking the limit δ → 0 then results in αi for |Di i, since αi is obtained for each value of
δ > 0. The exponential term corresponding to dark states become unity, since the subradiant
poles become zero.
To illustrate how a state approaches the dark state as θ → π, let us compute the overlap
| hD2 |ψ(t)i |, where |ψ(0)i = |e0 i. This overlap is important, because it is a continuous function
of θ 6= π for any t for the time evolution operator presented in (8), whereas it becomes discontinuous when θ 6= π. In this case, the time evolution given in (10) should be used. Now, of
course, the immediate question is whether this discontinuity is a physical one, that is whether
we can remove it by using (8) asymptotically at θ → π and omit the definition of (10). The
overlap is discontinuous at θ = pi, since the scattering part, which constitutes (8), does not
contribute to this overlap exactly at θ = π, whereas they do for any other value θ 6= π.
Defining δ = π −θ, we compare the overlap as a function of time t (with units J0−1 ) for various
δ. As δ smaller, this illustrates taking the limit θ → π. Since |D2 i does not decay as δ → 0,
the coefficient | hD2 |ψ(t)i | is also expected to be non-zero and non-decaying in this limit. For
δ = 0, this term can only be obtained from the BIC contribution in (10), where the residue
obtained from the scattering states would not contribute to this coefficient since |D2 i is a dark
state. Fig. 18 shows that the residue obtained from the scattering parameter is non-zero in the
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limit δ → 0. Thus, the time evolution in the limit δ → 0 can be described by taking the limit
of the residues found using only the scattering eigenstates.
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Figure 18: The overlap | hD2 |ψ(t)i | where |ψ(0)i = |e0 i for various δ = π − θ. As δ gets smaller, the system
approaches the regime where BICs appear. Taking the limit δ → 0, the information on BIC is stored in the
residues of the poles.

This shows that the proposed strategy yields the correct results, because the limit of the
residue converges to the coefficient that would have been obtained via the complete time evolution operator with the BIC contribution.

F An alternative method for finding collective decay rates
In this appendix, we show an alternative method for finding collective decay rates for the
special case of a linear chain of N qubits. This method is less efficient than simply finding
the poles of the scattering parameters, but it provides further insight into the physics of the
system. Specifically, this method shows that each collective decay rate corresponds to a specific
coherent excitation of the system. This means that one can always prepare initial states that
excited only one of the N collective decay rates.
Let us start with the following Ansatz for an initially excited system following the approach
by [26]
|ψ(t)i =

N
X

αj (t)e−iΩt |ej i + |χ(t)i ,

(93)

j=1

where |χ(t)i includes the photon contribution with the initial condition |χ(0)i = 0. Then, the
relation between αj (t) is found in [26] and can be given in terms of the variables defined in this
paper as
α̇j (t) = −

N
X

J0 eiθ|j−k| αk (t − L|j − k|),

(94)

k=1

where α̇j (t) denotes the time derivative of αj (t). [26] uses a more general form of this equation
to calculate observables (upon pulse incidence). Here, we will take another approach and show
that this equation can yield the collective decay rates. We also note that here we are not
interested in the time evolution of |χ(t)i.
Since we are interested in the collective decay rates, we take the Markovian limit such that
αk (t − L|j − k|) ' αk (t) since L ∼ O(Ω−1 ) and t ∼ O(J0−1 ). Consequently, (94) can be written
as a matrix equation
ẋ(t) = −Jx(t),
(95)
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where x(t) = [α1 (t), . . . , αN (t)] includes the qubit excitation coefficients and (J)jk = J0 eiθ|j−k|
is the collective coupling matrix. The solution to this equation is trivial (as long as J is nonsingular, which it is for θ 6= nπ; for θ = nπ, the existence of BIC changes the time evolution as
discussed in Section 3.2) and can be given as
x(t) =

N
X

βl e−0.5Γl t ξl ,

(96)

l=1

where ξl and Γl /2 are eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the matrix J, and βl are some complex
constants that can be determined by the initial conditions 8 . This expression ties back to (12c),
where Γl are indeed the collective decay rates.
This derivation reveals an important property of collective decay rates: they have one-to-one
correspondence with states (|ξl i) in the qubit subspace. It is important to note that these states
are not guaranteed to be orthogonal, although they are distinct and span the qubit subspace.
While [26] discusses the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the coupling matrix and associates, in
passing, eigenvalues with collective decay rates when considering a pulse scattering problem,
here we proved this relationship, which is only accurate for the Markovian limit.
The eigenstates of the matrix are the basis states of the N distinct decay modes. Consequently, each collective decay rate corresponds to a physical decay mode. This leads to the
following phase space picture: the initial coherent excitation of the qubits can be written in
terms of a linear combination of decay mode basis states. Consequently, a decay mode can
only be accessed if the overlap is nonzero9 . Hence, there is always a specific coherent excitation
(i.e. one that overlaps perfectly with the corresponding eigenvector) of qubits that can excite
a single decay mode only. We discuss this property in the next section in the context of pulse
shaping by engineering collective decay rates. Moreover, this property also explains how decay
rates can signal the existence of BIC and why the dimensionality (N − 1) of BIC is linked to
the number (N − 1) of zero collective decay rates. Since for θ = nπ, the J matrix has N − 1
zero eigenvalues, the corresponding subspace has dimensionality N − 1 and can be constructed
with orthogonal basis states. We also infer that subradiant states become BIC in a continuous
manner as θ approaches nπ.
On another note, combining the one-to-one correspondence of decay modes and |ξl i with
the symmetric and anti-symmetric collective decay rates conjecture, we realize that the states
|ξl i have either even or odd parity such that P |ξl i = ± |ξl i. The even (odd) parity states
correspond to symmetric (anti-symmetric) states. The implication is easy to prove via proof
by contradiction. Assume |ξ1 i has both symmetric and anti-symmetric parts. Then, it can
be decomposed into both parts and hence can excite certain symmetric and anti-symmetric
modes (that have non-zero overlap with the symmetric/anti-symmetric part of |ξ1 i), which
contradicts the conjecture. The fact that the decay mode states, |ξl i, are either symmetric or
anti-symmetric, and not a mixture of two, is intriguing. For now, we do not have a conclusive
proof for this, although we believe that the highly special shape of the J matrix might be the
first step towards understanding this phenomenon.
We emphasize that finding the collective decay rates via this method is inefficient, since it
requires diagonalization of a N × N matrix. Using the transfer matrix method is efficient,
since it eliminates the internal degrees of freedom and deals with only 2 × 2 matrices, as shown
in Appendix B. For example, using the transfer matrix method, the collective decay rates for
N = 30 can be found almost instantly, whereas it is nearly impossible to diagonalize the coupling
8

Here, we assumed, for simplicity, that J has a non-degenerate spectrum, which does not affect any of the
arguments that follows.
9

It is important to clarify that the eigenstates are not necessarily orthogonal, so the overlap is not taken as
orthogonal projections, but according to the angles between eigenstates. This leads to the fact that a system
prepared in a certain eigenmode has non-zero probability to be observed at another mode. Nonetheless, this is
not an interference effect of different modes, since any observed quantity decays only with the decay rate of the
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initially prepared mode.

matrix. This phenomenon illustrates clearly why real-space approach outperforms the existing
methods [26] by a large margin. We also emphasize that this approach works only in the
Markovian limit. To find non-Markovian collective decay rates, one needs to use the machinery
of the real-space approach.

G Pulse scattering examples for the Markovian regime
Here we consider two more distinct pulse shapes: 1) Decaying Exponential, i.e. the shape of
a photon emitted from a two-level quantum emitter [72] and 2) Rising Exponential, which is
known to give maximum excitation for a single qubit [31] (see Appendix A).
G.0.1

Decaying exponential

A decaying exponential pulse corresponds to a regular state, therefore we can obtain analytical
expressions for each atomic excitation probability, as well as the transmitted and reflected pulse
shapes. For a (resonant) decaying exponential incident from the left, f (x) in (29) takes the
form
p
f (x) = 2ξeξx Θ(−x).
(97)
Then, the state of the pulse at time t is
|S(t)i =

√
Z ∞
d∆k 2ξe−i∆k (t−x0 )
−∞

2π

ξ − i∆k

"√

|Ek i =

X
p0

Res

∆k =p0

#

2ξe−i∆k (t−x0 )
|Ek i ,
ξ − i∆k

(98)

where p0 includes, in addition to three poles of the system, an additional pole (−iξ) introduced
by the decaying exponential. It is important to note that this expression has no UHP poles,
hence the interaction between the photon and the system occurs only for t ≤ x0 , which is a
consequence that photons travel with a speed vg = 1. Consequently, the causality principle
manifests itself in this scattering problem by the absence of poles in the upper-half plane. The
derivation for the single photon case ([31]) can be found in Appendix A. The emitted photon
probability density P(x, t) can also be found analytically, but we don’t show it here as it doesn’t
offer any more insight into the formalism.
We do, however, study the atom excitation probabilities. In particular, we optimize the
decaying exponential and θ to maximize or minimize the (maximum) excitation probabilities.
max (t) ' 0.454, and occurs when
The maximum excitation probability for the left atom is P−1
the system is parameterized by θ = π/2, and the pulse is parameterized by ξ = 0.73J0 and
t = x0 + 1.43/J0 .
The fact that the maximum excitation is obtained for θ = π/2 can be explained as follows.
The imaginary parts of the poles correspond to decaying exponential. If the decay is large,
then the coupling between the light and the atom is strong and the atom can be excited by the
incoming pulse more easily. Nonetheless, an excited atom can decay faster through high decay
rate modes, leading to a trade-off. Therefore, from an heuristic point of view, it is expected that
the highest probability of excitation is achieved for the case where the relevant decay modes
have similar decay rates, which is when θ = π/2.
min (t) = 2 ' 0.09,
In the other extreme, the minimum (maximum) excitation probability is P−1
3e2
and occurs when the system is parameterized by θ = π, and the pulse is parameterized by
ξ = 3J0 and t = x0 + (3J0 )−1 . This can be understood as follows. When θ = π, out of three
decay rates, two of them become zero, leading to dark states that do not couple to the incoming
pulse. Therefore, the collective system behaves as a two-level system between the ground state
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Figure 19: Single-photon scattering in a system of three qubits in the Markovian limit. The excitation
probability of each atom during interaction with a single photon pulse shaped as a decaying exponential
centred at x0 = 10/J0 . For each value of θ, the parameter ξ was optimized to maximise the excitation
probability for the left atom; the optimal values are a) ξ = 0.94J0 , b) ξ = 1.12J0 , c) ξ = 0.73J0 and d)
ξ = 3J0 . In d), the linearization assumption causes all three excitation probabilities to be the same, which is
accurate as long as L ∼ O(Ω−1 ) and J0 /Ω  1.
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and the bright state |Bi. This explains the excitation probability 3e22 of individual atoms, since
the overall qubit excitation of e22 (See Appendix A) is divided equally between them.
We can also optimize the system when a subset of the parameters are fixed. Fig. 19, show
excitation probabilities for which P−1 (t) is maximized for different θ.
G.0.2

Rising exponential

A rising exponential photon corresponds to a regular state. Therefore, the discussion on rising
exponential pulse is identical to the decaying exponential. For brevity, we report directly the
result. The rising exponential pulse results in a maximum excitation of ' 0.6808 for the first
atom for ξ = 0.97J0 , τ = 0 (with x0 → ∞) and θ = π/2. This shows that the rising exponential
is a more suitable one-sided pulse to achieve a maximum excitation probability in comparison
to decaying exponential and Gaussian pulses.

H Derivation of scattering pulse shape
In this appendix, we carry out the derivations of S(x < 0, 2x0 ) and S(x > 0, 2x0 ) from the
general formula of S(x, t) given in (31). Here, the time is chosen as t = 2x0 so that the qubits
are practically in the ground state. We shall start by dividing the integral into two parts
S(x, t) =

1
2π

Z ∞

dk hx|Ek i hEk |S(0)i e−iEk t +

Z ∞



dk hx|E−k i hE−k |S(0)i e−iEk t ,

(99)

0

0

where by E−k we mean the scattering energy-eigenstate for a photon far from right. For the
next step, we find
hEk |S(0)i '

Z ∞
−∞

f (x + x0 )e−i(k−k0 )x dx =

√

2π f˜(k − k0 )ei(k−k0 )x0 ,

hE−k |S(0)i ' 0,

(100a)
(100b)

†
where we make use of the fact that f (x + x0 ) ' 0 for x > 0 and [CR
(x), CL (x)] = 0.
Now, we set t = 2x0 and assume x > 0 to find the transmitted signal, then



∞
1
S(x, 2x0 ) = √
dk t3 eikx f˜(k − k0 )ei(k−k0 )x0 e−2iEk x0 ,
2π 0
Z
−ik
e 0 x0 ∞  ikx  ˜
= √
dk t3 e
f (k − k0 )e−ikx0 .
2π 0
Z

(101a)
(101b)

Here, we recall that Ek = k for k > 0 and f˜(k − k0 ) ' 0 for k < 0. Then, we have
e−ik0 x0
S(x, 2x0 ) = √
2π

Z ∞
−∞

dk t3 f˜(k − k0 )eik(x−x0 ) ,

(102)

where we realize that S̃+ (k, 2x0 ) = e−i(k0 +k)x0 t3 f˜(k − k0 ). Now, as |S̃(k, 0)|2 = |f˜(k − k0 )|2 , we
have that |S̃+ (k, 2x0 )|2 = |t3 f˜(k − k0 )|2 = |t3 S̃(k, 0)|2 .
For the reflected signal, we assume x < 0. Then, we find


∞
1
dk eikx + r1 e−ikx f˜(k − k0 )ei(k−k0 )x0 e−2iEk x0 ,
S(x, 2x0 ) = √
2π 0
Z
−ik
e 0 x0 ∞  −ikx  ˜
= √
dk r1 e
f (k − k0 )e−ikx0 ,
2π 0
Z
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(103a)
(103b)

as the first term of the integral (which includes eik(x−x0 ) ) corresponds to a function localized at
x = x0 and is therefore ' 0 for x < 0 and Ek = k for k > 0. We first realize that f˜(k − k0 ) ' 0
for k < 0 and expand the order of integration to −∞. Then, we change k → −k
e−ik0 x0
S(x, 2x0 ) = √
2π

Z ∞
−∞

dk r1 f˜(−k − k0 )eik(x+x0 ) ,

(104)

where we realize that S̃− (k, 2x0 ) = ei(k−k0 )x0 r1 f˜(−k − k0 ). Then, |S̃− (−k, 2x0 )|2 = |r1 f˜(k −
k0 )|2 = |r1 S̃(k, 0)|2 . The narrow band pulses scatter indeed corresponding to the stationary
eigenstate scattering coefficients t3 and r1 .

I The time-evolved state |ψ(t)i satisfies the Schrödinger equation (N = 2
Qubits)
In this appendix, we show that the time evolved state given in (45) satisfies the Schrödinger
equation
∂
i |ψ(t)i = (H0 + HI ) |ψ(t)i ,
(105)
∂t
where the Hamiltonian for the 2 qubit system is
X

H0 = Ω

|ei i hei | + i

j={−1,1}

HI =

p

J0

X



Z ∞



dx
−∞

CL† (x)

∂
∂
†
(x) CR (x) ,
CL (x) − CR
∂x
∂x


(106a)


†
σj† [CL (jL/2) + CR (jL/2)] + σj [CL† (jL/2) + CR
(jL/2)] ,

(106b)

j={−1,1}

where we pick x = 0 as the center of the 2 qubit system.
We re-write (45) once more while scaling Γ1 → 2Γ1 for convenience:
1
|ψ(t)i = √ e−Γ1 t−iΩt (|e1 i + |e2 i) − i
2

Z t
0

Γ1
†
(x) |0i
dx √ e−(Γ1 +iΩ)(t−x+L/2) CR
J0

Z 0

!

(107)

Γ1
dx √ e−(Γ1 +iΩ)(t+x+L/2) CL† (x) |0i ,
−i
J0
−t
Our calculations are performed in the Markovian limit, where ΩL = θ, J0 L ' 0 and
†
†
†
(x) as
(0). The latter can be proven using the definition of CR/L
CR/L
(±L/2) ' e∓iθ/2 CR/L
a Fourier Transform of momentum mode creation operator a†R (k). This is consistent with the
time evolution in (9b), where the Markovian limit is assumed implicitly to obtain a polynomial
characteristic equation for the collective decay rates.
First, we divide |ψ(t)i = |ψq (t)i + |ψR (t)i + |ψL (t)i into three parts as
1
|ψq (t)i = √ e−Γ1 t−iΩt (|e1 i + |e2 i),
2
Z
−i ∞
Γ1
†
|ψR (t)i = √
dx √ e−(Γ1 +iΩ)(t−x+L/2) [Θ(x) − Θ(x − t)]CR
(x) |0i ,
J0
2 −∞
Z
−i ∞
Γ1
|ψL (t)i = √
dx √ e−(Γ1 +iΩ)(t+x+L/2) [Θ(t + x) − Θ(x)]CL† (x) |0i .
J0
2 −∞
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(108a)
(108b)
(108c)

Let us start with the time derivatives
i∂t |ψq (t)i = −i(Γ1 + iΩ) |ψq (t)i ,
Γ1 −i(Γ1 +iΩ)L/2 †
e
CR (t) |0i ,
i∂t |ψR (t)i = −i(Γ1 + iΩ) |ψR (t)i + √
2J0
Γ1 −i(Γ1 +iΩ)L/2 †
e
CL (−t) |0i .
i∂t |ψL (t)i = −i(Γ1 + iΩ) |ψR (t)i + √
2J0

(109a)
(109b)
(109c)

Now, let us find the action of the free Hamiltonian (H0 ) on each part of |ψ(t)i
H0 |ψq (t)i = Ω |ψq (t)i ,

(110a)

Γ1 −(Γ1 +iΩ)t −iθ/2 †
H0 |ψR (t)i = − i(Γ1 + iΩ) |ψR (t)i − √
e
e
CR (0) |0i
2J0
Γ1 −(Γ1 +iΩ)L/2 †
+√
e
CR (t) |0i ,
2J0
Γ1 −(Γ1 +iΩ)t −iθ/2 †
e
e
CL (0) |0i
H0 |ψL (t)i = − i(Γ1 + iΩ) |ψL (t)i − √
2J0
Γ1 −(Γ1 +iΩ)L/2 †
CL (−t) |0i ,
+√
e
2J0

(110b)

(110c)

where we define e−(Γ1 +iΩ)L/2 ' e−iΩL/2 = e−iθ/2 .
Finally, we consider the action of the interaction Hamiltonian (HI ) on each part of |ψ(t)i
√
J0
†
†
(111a)
(−L/2) + CL† (−L/2))] |0i ,
(L/2) + CL† (L/2) + CR
HI |ψq (t)i = √ e−Γ1 t−iΩt [CR
2
−i
HI |ψR (t)i = √ Γ1 e−(Γ1 +iΩ)t |e2 i ,
(111b)
2
−i
HI |ψL (t)i = √ Γ1 e−(Γ1 +iΩ)t |e1 i .
(111c)
2
From our calculations, we see that i∂t |ψq (t)i = H0 |ψq (t)i+HI |φR (t)i+HI |φL (t)i. Eliminating
other components in a similar fashion, we obtain
i
h
Γ
†
√ 1 e−(Γ1 +iΩ)t e−iθ/2 CR
(0) + CL† (0) |0i
2J0
√
J0
†
†
(−L/2) + CL† (−L/2))] |0i .
= √ e−Γ1 t−iΩt [CR
(L/2) + CL† (L/2) + CR
2

(112a)
(112b)

†
†
Now, we use the condition CR
(±L/2) ' e∓iθ/2 CR
(0), CL† (±L/2) ' e±iθ/2 CL† (0) (which are
consequences of the Markovian approximation) and Γ1 = J0 (1 + eiθ ) (with the re-scaling Γ1 →
2Γ1 at the beginning taken into account) to obtain

h

i

†
†
2J0 cos(θ) CR
(0) + CL† (0) |0i = 2J0 cos(θ)[CR
(0) + CL† (0))] |0i ,

(113)

which shows that (45) is a solution to the Schrödinger equation in the Markovian limit.

J New insights gained
In this Appendix, we discuss various areas where we developed new insights as a result of
applying the real-space formalism to the problems considered here.
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J.1 Collective decay rates
The most important intuition that we gained is the idea of collective decay rates and how
they dictate the collective behavior. When there is an effective coupling between two or more
isolated systems, the coupling shifts the energy levels as well as the individual decay rates. In
waveguide QED, this effective coupling is mediated by bosonic fields (photons). The real part
of the collective decay rate corresponds to the coupling energy of the corresponding interaction
basis state, whereas the imaginary part (divided by 2) corresponds to the shift in energies.
Here, the interaction basis states, let’s call them |Si i, are coherent excitations of single qubit
P (i)
(i)
excitation states such that |Si i = j αj |ej i, where αj can be found by diagonalizing the
coupling matrix as described in Appendix F. Consequently, by finding poles of the scattering
parameters (i.e. highly mathematical objects), we gain information about the shifts in energy
levels and individual decay rates.

J.2 Causality
Another important aspect we saw is how the causality principle is related to the position of
scattering parameter poles (and correspondingly the collective decay rates) in the complex plane.
As we saw in the example of the decaying exponential, the causality principle dictates that the
poles should be in the LHP for the linear chain of N = 3 qubits. In fact, this is a more general
phenomenon and the scattering parameter poles should be in the LHP for any waveguide QED
system. We plan to prove this in future work. Here, we emphasize another important feature
of this mathematical connection. The imaginary part of the poles gives the decay rates, and
so the poles should be in the LHP for the decay rate of the multi-qubit system to be positive.
If the system had a pole in the UHP, then one of the decay rates would be negative, that
is the system would get excited with more than unity probability after some time. This is
clearly not physical. What is striking is the fact that both this unphysical behavior and the
causality principle are linked by the same mathematical identity, which can be found simply
by considering the steady-state solution without any time dynamics calculations. We have not
seen this intuition discussed in the literature.

J.3 The Markovian limit
In [35], the authors linearize the phase of photons propagating between two adjacent qubits as
kL ' ΩL. A similar substitution is later referred to as a Markovian approximation in [33]. In
the Markovian limit, the inter-system propagation time of photons is neglected and only the
phase acquired by the propagating photon is accounted for. The latter is trivial to see in the
linearization process eikL ' eiΩL as the acquired phase can be approximated by the phase of
the resonant photon. Neglecting the time delay portion, however, is not as straightforward to
see in this linearization. As we have seen in Section 3, the k- dependence of the phase eikL
shifts the time t by t − L (See, for example, Eq. (9b)). To see this clearly, let us calculate the
excitation probability of a qubit upon pulse scattering:
Pm (t) =

Z ∞
dk
−∞

2π

2

em S(k, 0) exp(−i∆k t) .

(114)

Here, let us assume that the qubit is situated at position x = L instead of x = 0. Then, em
would gain a phase of eikL , which would later be picked up by exp(−i∆k t) term to shift the time
t → t − L. This leads to a delay of L in time. If, however, eikL was to be linearized by replacing
k ' Ω, the time delay would not be accessible since eiΩL does not depend on k and can be taken
out of the integral. By linearizing kL ' ΩL, we effectively disregard any time delay that is of
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order L. Consequently, the real-space approach shows how this linearization is equivalent to
applying the Markovian approximation. Consequently, the non-Markovian behavior of multiqubit systems is extremely easy to obtain using the real-space approach, where we simply omit
the linearization.

J.4 Black-box behaviour
The real-space approach also explains the black box behavior we see in waveguide QED systems.
When a pulse is incident on a system, the modulation of the transmitted/reflected pulse depends
only on the external scattering parameters. Each momentum mode of the initial pulse gets
modulated via the external parameters and the asymptotic shape of the pulse at t → ∞ can be
found without any time dynamics consideration. We proved this using the real-space approach
in Appendix H for a specific case, however the general proof is analogous.

J.5 Non-Markovian dynamics
Finally, the real-space approach makes it possible to calculate exact and fully analytical nonMarkovian dynamics. The fact that non-Markovian behavior for a single qubit system was
explored only recently [32, 46], means that probing fully analytical multi-qubit non-Markovian
dynamics would be a big step forward. We will discuss an approach to this problem in upcoming
work. For now, we note that this process is analogous to scattering from a finite well in
introductory quantum mechanics. The elementary nature of the real-space approach guides our
intuition about simple problems toward solving more complicated ones.
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